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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Ichthyoliths as a paleoceanographic and paleoecological proxy
and the response of open ocean fish to Cretaceous and Cenozoic global change

by
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Doctor of Philosophy in Oceanography

University of California, San Diego, 2016

Professor Richard D. Norris, Chair

Ichthyoliths, isolated fossil fish teeth and shark dermal scales preserved in deepsea sediment cores, can reveal how marine vertebrate consumers (sharks and fish) have
responded to major global change events in Earth’s history. In this dissertation, I first
develop methods for the isolation and curation of ichthyoliths from a variety of marine
sediment types. I then use ichthyoliths to assess how (1) total fish production, (2) pelagic
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fish community structure, and (3) fish evolution have responded to select global change
events in Earth’s history.
The Cretaceous/Paleogene (K/Pg) Mass Extinction 66 million years ago (Ma)
catalyzed the diversification of fish in the open ocean. Cretaceous oceans (>66 Ma) were
relatively devoid of fish teeth, and at the K/Pg, fish abundance declined only in the
Atlantic Ocean, while in the Pacific, fish abundance stayed constant or increased
immediately following the extinction. Yet the event caused a global shift in the marine
vertebrate community, with the relative abundance of teeth increasing compared to that
of denticles in marine sediments. Further, the size structure of the fish tooth assemblages
shifted towards larger, rather than smaller individuals, suggesting that the group was
resilient to the extinction event. Bony fishes rose to ecological dominance in the open
ocean following the K/Pg extinction, rapidly radiating in morphological diversity after
the extinction, while other open ocean groups lagged behind. Extreme global warmth in
the Early Eocene (~52-48 Ma) is associated with an increase in fish and shark abundance,
but not diversity. Fish abundance broadly follows global temperature gradients in the
Paleogene (66-20 Ma), with the highest abundance of fish in the warmest part of the
Cenozoic. The most recent 20 million years is characterized by highly variable
ichthyolith production and low abundances of sharks and other elasmobranchs in the
gyres. This shift is temporally correlated with the diversification of open-ocean whales
and seabirds, groups which may have out-competed sharks for fish prey in the modern
open ocean. Together, these results show that that fishes were consistently able to adapt
to Cenozoic global change, both ecologically and evolutionarily, allowing the Cenozoic
to truly become an “Age of Fishes”.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction to the Dissertation
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1.1

Introduction
While we can project future ecological change and potential consequences of

environmental perturbations using ecosystem and climate models, a lot can be learned
about the earth system simply by looking at its history. Modern, anthropogenic global
change will have considerable effects on marine ecosystems (Doney et al., 2012). Even
now, shifts in ocean chemistry, temperature, and circulation are changing distributions of
organisms (Doney et al., 2009; Field et al., 2006; Prince and Goodyear, 2006). However,
the planet has undergone numerous profound shifts in climate since it formed some 4.5
billion years ago. In the past 100 million years, Earth has experienced global oceanic
anoxia (Jenkyns, 1980; Leckie et al., 2002; Schlanger and Jenkyns, 1976), mass
extinctions (Bambach, 2006; D'Hondt, 2005; Hull and Darroch, 2013; Raup and Sepkoski
Jr, 1982; Schulte et al., 2010; Thomas, 2007), extreme greenhouse-induced warming
(Aze et al., 2014; Bowen et al., 2015; Cramer et al., 2009; Sluijs et al., 2013; Zachos et
al., 2001; Zachos et al., 2008; Zachos et al., 2003), ocean acidification (Honisch et al.,
2012; Zachos et al., 2005), a transition from an ice-free greenhouse to an icehouse earth
with permanently glaciated poles (Diester-Haass and Zahn, 1996; Liu et al., 2009), and
glacial/interglacial cycles that define the modern climate system (Archer et al., 2000).
While none of these events is a perfect analog to our modern anthropogenic greenhouse
experiment, they can provide insight into the mechanisms that drive the structure and
function of marine ecosystems, and in turn suggest how they might fare in the face of
modern global change (Norris et al., 2013).
Traditionally, the history of the oceans, and the response of different biological
groups to global change events has been revealed through analysis of the unicellular
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protist microfossil record – foraminifera, diatoms and calcareous nannofossils. The deepsea fossil record can reveal a temporally complete view of before, during, and after these
climate and biotic events, providing a series of natural experiments to study the
macroecological and evolutionary responses of ecosystems and past life to global change.
However, the corresponding responses of higher parts of open-ocean food webs, such as
fish, sharks, and other marine vertebrates, to environmental change is mostly unknown.
Fishes are a ubiquitous part of modern marine ecosystems and significant in terms
of biomass, biodiversity, and ecosystem function. Fishes are a paraphyletic group defined
as aquatic vertebrates which have gills for their entire life cycle, and which also have fins,
rather than limbs, if any appendages are present (Nelson, 2006). This includes the jawless
fishes (e.g. lampreys and hagfish), the cartilaginous fishes (e.g. sharks and rays), and
bony fishes (including both lungfish and ray-finned fishes), as well as a host of now
extinct fossil lineages of aquatic, gilled vertebrates such as the placoderms. It is important
to note that this definition is not taxonomically significant. Tetrapods, which share a
common ancestor with bony fishes, and would therefore be included in the clade, are
excluded from the colloquial definition of the group. Modern fishes are incredibly diverse,
comprising approximately 50% of all extant vertebrate diversity, with over 33,000
described species (Nelson, 2006). Ray-finned fishes have been particularly successful,
diversifying rapidly in the past 100 million years to become the dominant vertebrates in
the ocean (Friedman and Sallan, 2012; Near et al., 2013; Near et al., 2012). This
dissertation primarily considers fishes from two major clades: the Elasmobranchii,
including sharks, skates, and rays, and Actinopterygii, or ray-finned fishes, the
predominant fish groups in the oceans today and over the past 85 million years.
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The highly-resolved record of marine microplankton in deep-sea sediment cores
(Coxall et al., 2006; Gibbs et al., 2012; Thomas, 2007) stands in stark contrast to the
traditional vertebrate fossil record (Friedman, 2009; Friedman and Sallan, 2012; Sallan
and Galimberti, 2015). The fossil record of fishes is sparsely populated, temporally
discontinuous, and biased towards species living in lacustrine and shallow marine
environments most likely to be uplifted and exposed to land-based paleontologists,
making it difficult to study how these diverse and important animals have responded to
rapid global change events. The fish fossil record also largely ignores the open ocean and
deep sea, which are rarely uplifted and exposed on land.
However, preserved in the deep-sea sedimentary record, alongside the record of
microfossil plankton and environmental proxies, is an extensive, temporally continuous,
and novel fossil record of marine vertebrates. Ichthyoliths are the isolated bony remains
of ocean-dwelling fishes. The most-often preserved ichthyoliths include durable,
calcium-phosphate fish teeth and dermal scales (denticles) shed from elasmobranch skin.
Ichthyoliths are found in nearly all sediment types, including those previously considered
unfossiliferous as they are highly resistant to dissolution, and the most robust part of the
fish (Doyle and Riedel, 1979). Despite some use of ichthyoliths as biostratigraphic
markers (e.g. Doyle, 1983; Doyle et al., 1985; Johns et al., 2006), the majority of
ichthyolith-based studies have simply used the largest teeth as carriers of isotopes such as
neodymium (Martin and Haley, 2000; Scher and Martin, 2004; Thomas et al., 2014),
strontium (Gleason et al., 2002), and rare earth elements (Huck et al., 2016) for
paleoceanographic reconstructions, ignoring any taxonomic affinity or ecological
relevance of the organisms that produced the fossils.
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Fishes are a product of an efficient and functional marine ecosystem. For example,
in an upwelling ecosystem, with large phytoplankton, a short food web will dominate,
with a large proportion of fixed carbon being converted to fish biomass, while in a
nutrient-starved ecosystem, a long, complex microbe-dominated food web will retain the
majority of the fixed carbon within the microbial loop, producing considerably less fish
biomass (Iverson, 1990; Moloney et al., 1991; Ryther, 1969). As the number of fish is
proportional to the number of teeth, to a first-order approximation, regions of higher
primary productivity or dominated by shorter food webs will yield a higher abundance of
teeth in the sediments. Therefore, the flux of ichthyoliths to the sediment is a function of
both net primary production and ecosystem structure, and may be indicative of overall
export production of an oceanic ecosystem.
However, the biology of the fishes present in an ecosystem may influence the
abundance of ichthyoliths preserved on the seafloor. Since many ray-finned fish resorb
and regenerate their teeth rather than shed them continuously (Bemis et al., 2005), many
teeth reaching the seafloor are likely from individuals which have recently died. Thus, a
species which sheds teeth over its lifetime could account for a greater proportion of the
teeth on the seafloor. An observed shift in ichthyolith abundance could be due to a
demographic shift in the relative abundance of species which shed or resorb their teeth, as
opposed to a change in total fish biomass. In addition, as most preserved ichthyoliths are
extremely small, less than 63μm, most are likely either pharyngeal teeth or from juveniles.
Fish with larger jaws may therefore produce more small teeth, or alternatively may
produce larger teeth, but at lower abundances. However, inter-specific variation in tooth
production and abundance is large, so a shift in the dominant species in a region could
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alter the abundance of teeth in sediments, without an associated change in fish biomass in
the ecosystem. Still, another explanation for changes in total flux of ichthyoliths to the
seafloor is generation time of the fish that produce them. Each deep-sea sediment sample
represents a fixed interval of time, usually between 10,000 and 100,000 years for the
samples used in this dissertation. In two ecosystems with equal standing biomass of fish,
the ecosystem with a faster generation time will produce more individuals over a fixed
interval of time, and thus more teeth have the potential to be deposited on the seafloor.
However, substantial or abrupt changes in ichthyolith abundance that are driven by
demographic changes in the fish population, rather than increases in total abundance of
fishes, would likely be detectable as changes in the size structure of the tooth assemblage.
By comparing both ichthyolith abundance and assemblage size structure in concert, we
can begin to tease apart these effects.
Elasmobranch-sourced ichthyoliths are considerably less abundant than rayfinned fish ichthyoliths in the vast majority of deep-sea sediments. While sharks
continually lose teeth, shark teeth are both large (>1-2 mm), and are extremely rare in
ichthyolith assemblages, possibly reflecting the large body size and long life spans of
many shark taxa. However, sharks are covered in mineralized dermal denticles, which are
100-300 μm in size, with hundreds in a square cm of shark skin, and are well represented
in many ichthyolith assemblages. The abundance of denticles, not their size, scales with
the surface area of the elasmobranch: thus, the abundance of denticles in an ichthyolith
assemblage is a function both of numerical abundance, and body size of the
elasmobranchs present in the community. However, two small sharks will produce more
denticles than a single shark with twice the biomass, because surface area (cm2) does not
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scale linearly with biovolume (cm3) or length. Thus shifts in the abundance of denticles
in the fossil record are more reflective of elasmobranch abundance than individual
elasmobranch biomass. Further, the number of denticles on a single elasmobranch is
several orders of magnitude larger than the number of teeth they will shed in a lifetime,
so it is unsurprising that the majority of elasmobranch-sourced ichthyoliths preserved in
the marine microfossil record are denticles.
Finally, to sample the deep-time ichthyolith record in the deep sea it is necessary
to drill many tens or hundreds of meters into deep-sea sediments, a difficult and
expensive process. The sediment samples represent one small spot in the ocean, which
may be subject to local processes, such as changes in fish migration patterns, rather than
preserving a signal of global or basin-wide significance. This bias is addressed by
comparing records from multiple ocean basins, or from multiple sites within a basin, to
see whether patterns are consistent across both space and time. I have partly dealt with
this problem of picking representative samples of ocean environments by focusing this
dissertation on gyre ecosystems, allowing for cross-site comparisons, but note that there
is considerable potential for ichthyolith studies in non-gyre environments. Further, as a
single sediment sample may represent many thousands of years of time, migrations of
mobile organisms, such as fish, will be time-averaged in the sedimentary record,
effectively erasing any shorter-term changes in the distribution or occurrence of fishes. It
is worthwhile noting, however, that a decline in ichthyolith abundance at a gyre site does
not necessarily translate to a global decline in fish or sharks: it may be that the
ichthyolith-producing individuals have simply shifted to a different habitat, such as a
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coastal upwelling zone, and spend less time in the region we are investigating for
ichthyoliths.
While this dissertation is limited in scope to ichthyoliths from gyre sediments,
reflecting primarily open-ocean habitats, with some deep-sea and benthic species, it lays
the groundwork for the field of ichthyolith micropaleontology, contributing methods,
interpretations, and discoveries using this novel microfossil group. The types of questions
examined, and methods developed in this dissertation can be expanded and applied to
many other paleoceanographic or paleoclimate events. Further, there are many potential
applications beyond the field of paleoceanography, including conservation paleobiology
(e.g. Cramer et al., in review), limnology, and even archaeology.
In this dissertation, I lay the foundations for using ichthyoliths as a
paleoceanographic and paleontological proxy for fish, as both a metric for ecosystem
structure and function across events in Earth’s history, and for assessing pattern and
process in fish evolution. The ichthyolith record lends itself to multiple scales of
ecological and macroevolutionary inquiry. This dissertation focuses on three scales of
fish and ecosystem evolution, with a focus on specific case-study events in Earth’s
history: 1) ecosystem production, or how much fish biomass was produced, 2)
community structure: concerning the relative abundances of different types and size
classes of ichthyoliths, and 3) individual ichthyoliths: how have different ichthyolith
morphotypes and groups changed through time, and what insights can this offer into the
tempo and mode of fish evolution in the open ocean?
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1.2

Outline of the Dissertation
In this dissertation, I develop ichthyoliths for use as a paleoceanographic and

paleontological proxy, to elucidate patterns in fish production, community structure, and
evolution. I then apply the proxy to a series biotic and climate events and transitions over
the past 85 million years of Earth’s history.
In Chapter 2, I outline a methodological framework for isolating ichthyoliths
from marine sediments. These methods expand upon preliminary work by (Doyle and
Riedel, 1979), including acid dissolution of carbonate sediments. I introduce several new
techniques that can be applied to ichthyolith isolation, including the use of Alizarin Red S
stain, a calcium-specific stain that binds to ichthyoliths, giving them a pink color that
increases their visual identification in otherwise difficult-to-process samples. I further
describe calculations for ichthyolith flux, a metric called ichthyolith accumulation rate
(IAR), and outline many other potential uses of ichthyoliths beyond the applications in
this dissertation.
In Chapters 3-6, I focus on the impacts of the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K/Pg) mass
extinction event on the marine fish community. In Chapter 3, I calculate IAR across the
K/Pg at five different locations around the world, and find that in the Pacific Ocean, fish
flux is resilient across the extinction, either remaining stable, or increasing above
Cretaceous levels after the extinction. This is in contrast to the Atlantic and Tethys Sea,
both of which show a decrease in IAR in the immediate aftermath of the extinction
(Sibert et al., 2014). This is consistent with a model of post-extinction ecosystem
recovery dynamics which has emerged in recent years, where the ocean basins had
different responses to the extinction event: the Atlantic Ocean showed greater declines in
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production and a longer recovery from the extinction event than the Pacific (Alegret and
Thomas, 2009; Hull and Norris, 2011; Hull et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2010). Chapter 3
was published in full as Sibert, E. C., Hull, P. M., and Norris, R. D. (2014). Resilience of
Pacific pelagic fish across the Cretaceous/Palaeogene mass extinction in Nature
Geoscience v. 7, no. 9, p. 667-670.
This paper is followed up in Chapter 4, where I directly compared IAR between
the South Atlantic and North Pacific basins with the fish community structure. I found
that despite differences in total IAR and patterns of IAR across the K/Pg, the relative fish
community structure, as defined by the relative abundance of different size classes of
teeth, was stable across the extinction. There is no evidence for dwarfism following the
event at either location, which has been observed in many shallow marine fossil groups
and unicellular plankton. The assemblages both shifted towards larger teeth at
approximately 62 Ma in both ocean basins. This suggests that the drivers of community
structure in small pelagic fish are independent of total net primary production. Further,
the K/Pg did not cause even a short-term change in community structure, suggesting that
fishes were able to maintain their ecological roles in the post-extinction ecosystem,
possibly contributing to their success in the aftermath. Further, as the shift in tooth
assemblage size structure occurred nearly 4 million years after the extinction,
independent of a major global change event or shift in export production, this suggests
that changes in the size structure of the fish community are driven primarily by
evolutionary processes, rather than shifts in primary production.
In Chapter 5, I show that the mass extinction triggered a permanent change in the
relative abundance of elasmobranch denticles as compared to fish teeth in ichthyolith
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assemblages: denticles remained stable or decreased in absolute abundance, while teeth
increased, beginning a new regime of pelagic vertebrate structure. Further, the maximum
tooth size increased 3-fold following the extinction event, suggesting that large fishes
were evolutionarily released and able to diversify in pelagic environments. Molecular
clock data have suggested that there was a radiation of ray-finned fishes during the Late
Cretaceous and early Paleogene (Miya et al., 2013; Near et al., 2012), often referred to as
the “New Age of Fishes”. This study showed that the Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction
fundamentally and instantaneously (in geologic time) changed the structure of pelagic
vertebrate communities, and catalyzed the diversification and rise to ecological
dominance of ray-finned fishes in modern open ocean environments (Sibert and Norris,
2015). Chapter 5 was published in full as Sibert, E. C., and Norris, R. D. (2015) New
Age of Fishes initiated by the Cretaceous−Paleogene mass extinction in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences, v. 112, no. 28, p. 8537-8542.
In Chapter 6, I consider ichthyoliths as individual fossils, rather than in aggregate
as either an accumulation rate or community structure metric. Using ichthyoliths
preserved in a red-clay core from the South Pacific Gyre, I develop a morphological
scheme for quantifying variation in tooth morphology, and use this to define 136
individual tooth morphotypes which were present during the interval of 73 to 42 million
years ago (Ma), with unprecedented temporal resolution for a vertebrate study. This
interval includes the K/Pg extinction (66 Ma) and the Early Eocene Climate Optimum
(53-50 Ma), two very significant periods of global change. I then investigate whether
these environmental events had any effect on the morphological variation or
macroevolutionary patterns in the ichthyolith community. I use several rate-calculation
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techniques, including traditional paleontological metrics (Foote, 2000), and also apply
capture-mark-recapture theory (Liow and Nichols, 2010), to evaluate speciation and
extinction rates. I show that there were two pulses of radiation in the Paleocene, but none
during the late Cretaceous or Early to Middle Eocene. The first pulse of origination
corresponds with the period of high abundances of large teeth observed in Chapter 5,
and the second occurs approximately 4 million years later, near the end of the Paleocene.
I use non-metric multidimensional scaling to generate a morphospace of ichthyolith
shape disparity during these intervals of radiation, and find that the first radiation
includes teeth that are distinctly different in morphology from the Cretaceous fauna,
while the second radiation yields fish assemblages which occupy a morphospace similar
to that of the Cretaceous, with several notable novel expansions, and is maintained into
the Eocene greenhouse world. This suggests that following the Cretaceous-Paleogene
extinction, open-ocean fishes evolved rapidly, first with a disaster fauna of novel and
morphological distinct morphotypes that went extinct as the ecosystem continued to
stabilize following the K/Pg event. A second wave of radiation, which included more
“typical” tooth morphologies then populated the oceans, and was stable across several
major climate events over the next 10 million years, including the Paleocene Eocene
Thermal Maximum, the Early Eocene Climate Optimum, and into the Middle Eocene.
While there was net extinction in the Eocene, the morphospace occupation of fish teeth
did not decline considerably. These results suggest that the Cretaceous/Paleogene
extinction event was a driver in fish evolutionary processes, while later climate events,
including the establishment of the extreme “greenhouse world” of the Early Eocene did
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not have a major effect on the ecology of fish communities, at least at the resolution of
the tooth-based morphological groups.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I compile several ichthyolith records, spanning the interval
of 85 Ma to present in the Pacific gyres, to assess the structure and function of pelagic
ecosystems on long timescales. I use metrics of fish production, as measured by
ichthyolith accumulation, and fish community structure, as measured by the relative
abundance of teeth and denticles in the ichthyolith assemblages, and find that over the
past 85 million years, there have been three distinct ichthyolith community structures,
each lasting tens of millions of years, and marked by a punctuated change unrelated to
global climate events or trends. The Cretaceous Ocean (>85-66 Ma) had large numbers of
elasmobranchs, but comparatively few fish, and relatively stable levels of ichthyolith
accumulation. The Paleogene Ocean, which lasted from 66-20 Ma, and began at the K/Pg
extinction (Chapter 5), showed a considerable increase in fish but not elasmobranchs. In
addition, IAR in the Paleogene increased and decreased in concert with global bottomwater temperature, with relatively low variance, while the assemblage structure did not
change, suggesting that ecosystem structure and function were decoupled in the
Paleogene Ocean.
Approximately 20 Ma, this stable regime abruptly changed: elasmobranch fossils
nearly disappeared from the assemblages, and IAR became highly variable, varying in
value by over an order of magnitude on <500,000 year time intervals, considerably faster
than the millions-of-years of smooth increases and decreases in IAR observed in the
Paleogene. There is no known notable global change event to have driven this abrupt and
distinct shift, however, this Modern Ocean state, defined by the onset of high levels of
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variance in primary production and fish productivity, is correlated to the rise of large,
migratory pelagic predators, including tunas, seabirds, open-ocean-dwelling whales, and
pinnipeds. It is possible that as the intensity of the icehouse climate increased, the
delivery of nutrients to the open ocean reached a threshold that caused a change in
planktonic ecosystem structure, leading to highly variable primary productivity, high
levels of variance in the total abundance of prey-fish, and thus a loss of larger megafauna
in the open ocean. Chapter 7, was published in full as Sibert, E. C., Norris, R. D.,
Cuevas, J. M., and Graves, L. G. (2016). 85 million years of Pacific Ocean Gyre
ecosystem structure: long-term stability marked by punctuated change in the Proceedings
of the Royal Society B. v.283: 20160189.
Together these chapters represent the first effort to quantify and use ichthyoliths
as a proxy for fishes and the open-ocean ecosystem, and provide unprecedented insights
into the evolution, structure, and function of open-ocean ecosystems and fish evolution
through geologic time.
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CHAPTER 2
Methods for isolation and quantification of microfossil fish teeth and elasmobranch
dermal scales (ichthyoliths) from marine sediments
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2.1

Abstract
Ichthyoliths—microfossil fish teeth and shark dermal scales (denticles)—are

found in nearly all marine sediments. Their small size and relative rarity compared to
other microfossil groups means that they have been largely ignored by the paleontology
and paleoceanographic communities, except as carriers of certain isotope systems. Yet,
when properly concentrated, ichthyoliths are sufficiently abundant to reveal patterns of
fish abundance and diversity at unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution, in contrast
to the typical millions of years-long gaps in the vertebrate body fossil record. In addition,
ichthyoliths are highly resistant to dissolution, making it possible to reconstruct whole
fish communities over highly precise and virtually continuous timescales. Here we
present methods to isolate and utilize ichthyoliths preserved in the sedimentary record to
track fish community structure and ecosystem productivity through geological and
historical time periods. These include techniques for isolation and concentration of these
microfossils from a wide range of sediments, including deep-sea and coral reef
carbonates, clays, shales, and silicate-rich sediments. We have also developed a novel
protocol for ichthyolith staining using Alizarin Red S to easily visualize and distinguish
small teeth from debris in the sample. Finally, we discuss several metrics for
quantification of ichthyolith community structure and abundance, and their applications
to reconstruction of ancient marine food webs and environments.

2.2

Introduction
Microfossils are an integral part of the fossil record. While they are small, the

high abundances of microfossils can provide unique insights into evolutionary patterns
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(e.g. (Hull and Norris, 2009; Hunt, 2004; Hunt et al., 2010; Thomas and Gooday, 1996)),
the responses of taxa to global change events (Alegret and Thomas, 2009; Hull et al.,
2011; Sibert et al., 2014; Sibert and Norris, 2015; Thomas, 2003, 2007), and dynamics of
ecosystems over geological and historical timescales (Cramer et al., in review; Sibert et
al., 2014). Here we present a methodological framework for working with ichthyoliths, a
valuable but understudied microfossil resource. Literally translated as “fish-stones”,
ichthyoliths are the microfossil calcium phosphate remains of marine vertebrates –
mostly teeth and dermal denticles (Figure 2-1), although some well-preserved samples
have a high abundance of bone fragments as well. The majority of tooth-type ichthyoliths
are thought to be from ray-finned fishes (Actinopterygii), however there is also a wellpreserved record of dermal scales (denticles), representing sharks and rays
(Elasmobranchii).

Figure 2-1: An assortment of large (>106μm fraction) denticles (elasmobranch
scales; left) and fish teeth (right) from DSDP Site 596, a red clay core in the South
Pacific. These ichthyoliths are approximately 52 million years old. Image was taken on
the Hull Lab Imaging System, Yale University. Scale bar is 500μm.
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While ichthyoliths have a rich history of study in the Paleozoic (Maisey, 1984;
Turner, 2004; Turner and Anonymous, 2002), younger ichthyoliths (Late Mesozoic and
Cenozoic) have largely been ignored by the paleontology community, excepting large
shark teeth (Cappetta and Schultze, 2012), as the majority of stem diversity for living
clades was established by the Mesozoic. However, the Cretaceous and Cenozoic
ichthyolith record can reveal important information about the role of fishes in aquatic
ecosystems, and their response to global change events (Sibert et al., 2014; Sibert and
Norris, 2015). As ichthyoliths are found in nearly all sediment types, including those of
the open ocean which is rarely preserved on land, pelagic ichthyoliths represent a fossil
record virtually untouched by traditional paleoichthyology. While Paleozoic and
Mesozoic ichthyolith studies have focused on the taxonomic identification of ichthyoliths
to better understand the evolutionary trajectories of elasmobranchs and fishes, the Late
Cretaceous and Cenozoic ichthyolith record, with its high abundances of fossils can also
reveal patterns in relative and absolute abundances of marine vertebrates within the
ecological or environmental context of the time periods (Sibert et al., 2014; Sibert and
Norris, 2015). Recent records of ichthyoliths have the potential for identification to extant
taxa, and can show changes in functional and taxonomic groups over prehistorical and
historical time periods resulting from environmental and/or anthropogenic change
(Cramer et al., in review). Although the methods presented here have been developed and
tested with deep-sea sediments and near-modern coral reef sediments, we believe that
they can be translated to other marine and lacustrine records.
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Cretaceous and Cenozoic ichthyoliths have been used as carriers of several
isotopic proxies, including Neodymium (Martin and Haley, 2000; Scher and Martin,
2004), a water-mass tracer, and Strontium, which can be used both as a weathering proxy,
and for rough dating of sediments (Gleason et al., 2004; Gleason et al., 2002; Gleason et
al., 2008; Ingram, 1995). The field of ichthyolith biostratigraphy was developed in the
early 1970s, and used to date fossil-poor pelagic red clays (Doyle, 1983; Doyle et al.,
1988; Doyle and Riedel, 1979b; Doyle and Riedel, 1985). An updated ichthyolith
biostratigraphy for the Eastern North Pacific was developed in 2006 (Johns et al., 2005;
Johns et al., 2006). The value of ichthyoliths in biostratigraphy lies in their being
extremely dissolution-resistant; indeed, due to their calcium-phosphate composition,
ichthyoliths are one of the last microfossil groups remaining in marine sediments exposed
to corrosive deep ocean water. They are found in nearly all sediment types, including red
clays (Doyle and Riedel, 1979b) which have historically been ignored in
paleoceanographic and paleobiological studies as they are often otherwise barren of
microfossils.
Despite being relatively common in marine sediments, ichthyoliths have been
overlooked by much of the scientific community, overshadowed by the physically larger,
more abundant, and better understood foraminifera for studies of biological responses to
ancient climate and environmental change (Cifelli, 1969; Frerichs, 1971; Hallock and
Schlager, 1986; Hull et al., 2011; Kelly et al., 1998; Smit, 1982). While understanding
the response of these unicellular organisms to climate and biotic events provides insight
into the sensitivity of marine ecosystems to global change, unicellular algae and protists
are only the base of a complex marine ecosystem, which support a diverse array of
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consumers, including marine vertebrates. Since the biomass of fishes is dependent on
both the total amount of primary production, and the efficiency with which that energy is
transferred up the food web (Iverson, 1990; Moloney and Field, 1991), the abundance of
ichthyoliths potentially serves as a proxy of paleo-ecosystem structure and function.
Quantification of the changes in abundance of vertebrates from the ichthyolith record can
reveal how the upper trophic levels of past food webs respond to environmental and
anthropogenic disturbances. Moreover, there are typically excellent chronologies and
relatively continuous sedimentation rates in many deep-sea sedimentary sequences (e.g.
(Hilgen, 1991; Hilgen et al., 2010; Westerhold et al., 2008)). Thus, it is possible to
capture unusually detailed histories of vertebrates, as compared to the typical temporal
and special fragmentation of the terrestrially exposed body-fossil record. In recent,
shallow marine sediments, ichthyoliths have the promise of revealing changes in both
diversity and abundance of fishes and sharks in coastal systems – making it possible to
reconstruct fish community responses to overfishing, reef environmental decline and
anthropogenic climate change (Jackson et al., 2001).
Fishes are one of the most diverse and ecologically successful vertebrate clades
(Friedman and Sallan, 2012; Near et al., 2013; Nelson, 2006), and are a hallmark of a
healthy marine ecosystem. The presence and abundance of fish biomass is an indicator of
how efficiently an ecosystem is functioning, in terms of transferring energy from the base
of the food web to the upper tiers (Iverson, 1990; Sprules and Munawar, 1986). On
modern coral reefs, the abundance of coral-associated fishes is a reliable indicator of
coral abundance and growth, and intensive algal grazing by herbivorous fishes facilitates
coral dominance (Bellwood and Wainwright, 2002; Randall, 1961). Thus the ichthyolith
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record, in conjunction with other microfossil and geochemical records, can provide
insight into ecosystem response and resilience to climatic, biotic, and even anthropogenic
perturbations (Cramer et al., in review; Sibert et al., 2014; Sibert and Norris, 2015).
Lastly, understanding how this group of consumers has responded to global change
events may also yield insights into the mechanisms behind Cenozoic marine vertebrate
evolution and the development of the vast diversity of fish clades (Betancur-R et al.,
2013; Broughton et al., 2013; Near et al., 2013; Near et al., 2012; Nelson, 2006). Here,
we provide a detailed methodological framework for the isolation, concentration, and
analysis of ichthyoliths as a paleoceanographic, paleoecological, and paleontological
resource.

2.3

Methods for ichthyolith isolation and concentration
It is usually impractical to sort through disaggregated sediments for ichthyoliths

due to their small size and rarity compared to other microfossils such as benthic and
planktonic foraminifera and other coarse-grained sediment clasts. Since metrics of
ichthyolith accumulation (abundance) and community structure rely on the quantification
of all ichthyoliths in a sample, as opposed to a randomly sampled subset, it is necessary
to concentrate the full ichthyolith assemblage from a raw sediment sample. Processing a
sediment sample for ichthyoliths is a balance between efficient concentration (typically
by disaggregation of sediment and washing through a fine sieve), and minimization of
potential loss of teeth by dissolution, fragmentation or adherence onto surfaces such as
paintbrushes, splitters, vials, or other surfaces during processing and picking. While
calcium phosphate (bio-apatite) is resistant to dissolution, care must be taken to
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counteract potential destruction and loss of ichthyoliths when using methods of acid
preparation or bleach-mediated disaggregation of sediments. Once washed, ichthyoliths
are picked out of the remaining sediments using a high-power dissection microscope and
extremely fine paintbrush.
A challenge in working with ichthyoliths is their small size: the vast majority of
teeth in pelagic sediments are only retained on a 38μm screen (passing through the
typical 63μm sieves used for most foraminifera research). Modern reef fish teeth are
somewhat larger, retained on 63µm screens, however they are some of the smallest-sized
components of reef sediments. As a practical matter, most pelagic fish teeth are conical or
triangular, and will slip through the larger 63μm sieve. We have found that upwards of
50-80% of the total ichthyolith assemblage in pelagic sediments is represented by the 3863μm fraction. It is likely that using a sieve smaller than 38µm would yield additional
ichthyoliths, as the majority of teeth in our samples are in the 38-63μm fraction, however
the <38μm fraction presents significant technical challenges for reflected-light
microscope-based work. We present methods for isolation of ichthyoliths from a variety
of sediment types (Figure 2-2) and discuss the specifics of each protocol.
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Figure 2-2: A flowchart showing the steps for sediment processing for efficient and
effective ichthyolith isolation from a variety of sediment types. Sediment types are in
boxes, while processing steps are shown in ovals.

2.3.1

Carbonates
Acid-resistant calcium phosphate ichthyoliths are generally extracted from marine

carbonates by acid dissolution of the calcium carbonate fraction. In deep-sea sediments,
carbonate-hosted ichthyolith assemblages can then be placed on the highly resolved time
scales derived from analysis of other microfossil groups, magnetic reversals or
astrochronologies (Sibert et al., 2014). In near-modern coral reef sediments, high-
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precision Uranium-Thorium dating of coral skeletons can provide extremely wellresolved chronologies of fish communities over prehistorical and historical time (Cramer
et al., in review). These precise time scales provide estimates of sedimentation rate and
mass accumulation rate which can be used to estimate fish and elasmobranch abundance
or productivity. Combined with the rich abundance of microfossil plankton, a wellstudied carbonate section can yield information about many components of an ecosystem
through an interval of interest, giving environmental and ecological context to an
ichthyolith record (Sibert et al., 2014).
Deep-sea carbonate ooze and chalk. Simply picking ichthyoliths out of the
coarse fraction of carbonate sediments is time consuming, and often leads to poor data
quality, as the small teeth can easily be missed during the picking process due to the high
abundance of foraminifera and siliceous microfossils. To concentrate ichthyoliths
effectively and address these issues, samples are dried to a constant weight, and then
dissolved in 5-10% acetic acid. Acid is added to the samples in 100-200 ml intervals until
no carbonate remains, usually after ~2-5 hours. Samples are stirred every 20-30 minutes,
and the reaction is considered complete when no bubbles are released when adding acid
or stirring. We find that between 30 and 80 ml of acid is needed per gram of dry sediment
to completely dissolve all of the carbonate in a sample, depending both on the
concentration of acid used, and the percent-carbonate composition of the sediments. We
do not observe any etching or other damage to ichthyoliths during this process, and
indeed, due to their high abundance and exceptional preservation in red clays, it is likely
that this limited exposure to weak acetic acid does not damage ichthyoliths. However, to
avoid any potential destruction of ichthyoliths, acid exposure should be limited and dilute
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acid should be used. Once dissolved, the sample is washed over a 38μm screen and the
residue is transferred to filter paper in a funnel and dried in a 50°C oven.
Although it is destructive of the calcareous fossils, dissolution of bulk carbonate
samples for ichthyoliths as outlined above, is by far the most effective method. It also
yields the highest data quality, as every transfer of the sample between containers leads to
some loss of ichthyoliths. Bulk dissolution followed by washing also uses the least
amount of water per sample. However, if it is imperative to preserve certain carbonate
microfossils in a sample, such as larger benthic foraminifera for a stable isotope record,
or foraminifera from a critical interval, we propose a double-washing procedure: the first
wash is carried out with de-ionized water only, to retain the coarse fraction of carbonates
>38µm. All material below a specific size threshold (e.g. 150μm or 250μm, studyspecific) is then dissolved to concentrate the smaller ichthyoliths. We have found that
ichthyoliths are selectively lost in sample splitters due to static adhesion, and recommend
against their use. As the volume of coarse-grained carbonate sediment is relatively small,
it is feasible, although time consuming, to pick out all of the teeth in the >150µm or >250
µm calcareous residues. In this case, it is most important that the processing method be
internally consistent for an entire sample set, and the potential biases recognized when
comparing absolute ichthyolith abundance values to other records. Additionally, large
teeth (>150μm) are relatively rare in pelagic sediments and, if ignored or under counted,
will not greatly bias the total ichthyolith accumulation rate. Indeed, it is also possible to
count only the fraction subjected to acid treatment since the fine fractions retain the vast
majority of teeth in a given sample; however in this case, information on the maximum
size of teeth, or the change in abundance of specific large teeth and denticles, which are
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almost exclusively >100μm will be missed (Sibert and Norris, 2015) . Therefore, the
exact method employed will depend on the goals of the study, and it is most important to
maintain consistency in processing method throughout the entire record.
Limestones. Lithified limestone also yields ichthyoliths in the acid-insoluble
fraction, however the processing is slightly different from that used for deep-sea
carbonate sediments. Limestones should be broken up into ~1cm pieces, to increase
surface area exposed to acid, while preserving the microfossils. Our approach comprises
barely covering samples with 10% acetic acid – we have found that 5% is ineffective for
the majority of limestones – and changing acid every 24 hours. When changing the acid,
the sample is washed over a stack of sieves with all pieces of limestone >150μm returned
to fresh acid, and all residues <150μm but >38μm retained to pick through for
ichthyoliths. The process takes approximately 5-12 washes, depending on the degree of
lithification of the rock, and the size of the original limestone fragments.
Coral reef sediments. Modern reef sediments are comprised almost entirely of
carbonate grains from calcifying organisms including corals, mollusks, echinoderms,
foraminifera, calcareous algae, sponges, and crustaceans. To preserve these other
taxonomic groups, which are mostly >500μm, only the fraction <500 μm of these cores is
digested in acid and picked through for ichthyoliths, the majority of which are <250μm.
Due to the larger carbonate grains in predominately sand-sized reef sediments,
approximately 50 ml of 10% acetic acid is required for each ~200g sample (dry weight).
Two to four applications of approximately 200ml of acid are added every 24 hours. When
gentle stirring of acid and residues fails to cause further reaction and residues darken due
to dominance of organic material following elimination of carbonates, samples are
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transferred to a 63μm sieve and washed with DI water until the water leaving the sieve
runs clear. To eliminate organic debris that causes excessive clumping of ichthyoliths and
highly abundant but acid-insoluble siliceous sponge spicules, samples are treated with
25ml chlorine bleach poured directly onto sieve following an initial rinse, left for
approximately 1 minute, then rinsed with DI water and lightly agitated until water runs
clear below the sieve. The samples are then transferred to filter paper in a funnel and
dried at 50°C. In contrast to pelagic sediments, where the majority of ichthyoliths are
within the 38-63μm fraction, the vast majority of ichthyoliths preserved in reef sediments
are >63μm, so the larger sieve size is used to facilitate washing the larger sample
volumes necessary in these high sedimentation rate systems (Cramer et al., in review).
2.3.2

Pelagic clays
Pelagic clays yield, by far, the greatest abundance of ichthyoliths: the slow

sedimentation rate below the carbonate compensation depth, and small grain size means
that ichthyoliths are highly concentrated, and are typically extremely well-preserved.
However, the slow sedimentation rate and lack of other biostratigraphically wellcalibrated microfossils mean that clays often have poor age constraints, and there may be
very little paleoenvironmental context within single cores.
To isolate ichthyoliths from pelagic clay, the samples are dried completely to
enable the calculation of ichthyolith accumulation rates. We have found that many
pelagic clay samples fail to achieve stable dry weights for many weeks, perhaps because
of water bound in clays. However, once the samples are completely dried, they are
simply disaggregated in de-ionized water, washed over a 38μm sieve, transferred to filter
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paper in a funnel and dried in a 50°C oven. These residues, in the best circumstance, may
contain only fish teeth and dermal denticles, however in other cases may also contain
micro-Manganese nodules, siliceous microfossils, terrigenous sediment clasts, or clumps
of Fe-oxides.
2.3.3

Silica-dominated sediments
Siliceous sediments, whether from quartz silt or biogenic opal, create distinctive

challenges in the isolation and quantification of ichthyoliths. Silica is insoluble and thus
increases the volume of the acid-insoluble coarse-fraction containing ichthyoliths.
Additionally, many quartz grains have a significant visual similarity to tiny ichthyoliths
at first glance, making picking a challenge. We have found two methods to be effective in
isolation of teeth in siliceous sediments—the use of alizarin red S, a calcium-specific
stain to color ichthyoliths and make them visible against a backdrop of translucent silica,
and, when absolutely necessary, the deployment of heavy liquids to remove most of the
low density siliceous sediment relative to ichthyoliths.
Alizarin Red S. Visual differentiation of fish teeth from other small triangular
sediment grains can often be confounded at small size fractions (<63μm). However,
Alizarin Red S (1,2-dihydroxyanthraquinone, C14H8O4), a calcium-specific dye
commonly used in clearing-and-staining fish (Song and Parenti, 1995; Taylor, 1967)
stains just the ichthyoliths (Figure 2-3), leaving the silica grains untouched. Alizarin is a
pH sensitive dye, which turns a deep purple in basic solution, and when in contact with
calcium, will adhere to it, leaving a pink or red color. Alizarin Red S is not a panacea: it
will also dye all calcium carbonate grains in a particular sample, and thus is used most
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effectively after the carbonate fraction has been removed from a sample via acid
dissolution (see Figure 2-2). We modified a clearing-and-staining protocol for fishes,
based on both a published protocol (step 9, ref. (Song and Parenti, 1995)), and the
protocol used by Scripps Marine Vertebrate Collection, to use a 1% potassium hydroxide
(KOH) solution with enough Alizarin to turn the solution a deep purple (a surprisingly
small amount). The KOH/Alizarin Red S solution is added to the post-acid, washed and
dried residue, often in its plastic or glass storage vial. The volume of Alizarin + KOH
solution needed is dependent on the amount of residue: generally, just a few drops of the
solution, enough to cover the sample residue in its container, is more than sufficient to
produce the desired effect. This is left for 24-48 hours, and then washed over a 38μm
screen, transferred to filter paper in a funnel, and dried overnight in a 50°C oven before
picking. This technique is extremely effective, staining >95% of the ichthyoliths in a
sample a pink color (Figure 2-3). The intensity of the color is dependent on both the
concentration of dye, and the length of time in solution. The Alizarin staining protocol
requires exposure to toxic chemicals (KOH) and a second wash, which can increase the
amount of teeth lost to processing, so it is generally best saved for particularly
challenging residues, where silica consistently confounds counts of small ichthyoliths,
and used consistently within a single record.
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Figure 2-3: Paleocene-aged ichthyoliths from ODP Site 1262, stained with Alizarin
Red S. The scale bar is 500μm, with teeth >106μm in the upper row and teeth <106μm in
the lower. Note that in the coloring effect is present in all teeth, however the degree of
staining varies.

Heavy Liquid Separation. Heavy liquids have been historically used to isolate
calcium phosphate conodonts from acid-prepared limestone and the methods have been
described extensively elsewhere (Leiggi and May, 2005). This procedure can effectively
separate ichthyoliths from biogenic silica and quartz silt, however heavy liquids are
expensive and toxic, making them a last resort for ichthyolith isolation. We have used
both sodium metatungstate hydrate (Na6W12O39 xH2O) and LST solution
(heteropolytungstate) as heavy liquids since both are non-toxic and have low viscosity at
room temperature. Both liquids have the disadvantage of being relatively expensive
(~$1000/liter), and can be destroyed by contamination with calcium. Therefore, the use
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of heavy liquids on samples containing calcium carbonate grains should be avoided. We
use a heavy liquid density of about 2.3-2.4 g/cm3, to capture most of the biogenic silica or
2.85 g/cm3 to separate ichthyoliths from quartz silt.
In our practice, heavy liquid of suitable density is poured into a 25-50 mL tube
containing the prepared sample residues, and mixed until the sample is completely
wetted; sufficient heavy liquid should be added to the tube so that the silica can float. The
tube is capped and centrifuged for five minutes at 1000-1500 rpm to concentrate the
ichthyoliths in the bottom of the tube. The light fraction is scooped or poured off the top
of the liquid. Both the light and heavy fractions are rinsed in de-ionized water over a
38μm screen, retaining the rinse solution, then transferred to filter paper in a funnel and
dried in at 50°C oven. The heavy liquid is recovered and cleaned by passing it through a
0.4µm filter in a vacuum filtration system. The dilute, filtered heavy liquid is placed in an
oven to evaporate the rinse water and restore its density.
2.3.4

Organic-rich sediments
While the majority of deep-sea sediments are carbonate or silica-dominated, there

are many distinct horizons, such as the Mediterranean sapropels (Cramp and O'Sullivan,
1999), which are organic-rich, and ichthyolith concentration using other methods is
hampered. In addition, modern coral reef sediments, though carbonate dominated, may
still have considerable amounts of organic matter, as they are recently buried and fairly
shallow. This leads to sediment clumping and adds extra challenges to sample processing.
To address this, samples are first disaggregated and dissolved in weak acid, following the
carbonate deep-sea sediments protocol, and washed over a 38μm sieve. However, in
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many cases, this does not sufficiently concentrate ichthyoliths and may leave numerous
organic-rich clumps of sediment remaining. Once the sample has been thoroughly
washed, a rise while on the sieve with dilute (5-10%) bleach solution promotes
disaggregation and dissolution of the remaining organic matter. However, it is important
to note that bleach and acetic acid produce chlorine gas when mixed, so caution is
advised to ensure that the sample is sufficiently rinsed from acid before any bleach is
used.
In the case where disaggregation of organic-rich sediments does not occur with
the addition of de-ionized water or acetic acid, an additional short soak in bleach,
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), BoraxTM, CalgonTM, or OxiCleanTM are a potential
alternatives, although prolonged exposure can damage the ichthyoliths. Most commercial
grades of bleach contain perfume and colorants besides pure sodium hypochlorate, and
various formulations produce different results. For instance, in work with Turonian black
shales from Ocean Drilling Program Site 1259, we achieved the best disaggregation using
pure commercial bleach, rather than making a dilute mixture (Bice and Norris, 2005). In
our experience, commercial grades of bleach vary in their content of sodium
hypochlorate from 5.25% to 6%. Dilution lowers the pH of bleach solutions, potentially
increasing the etching of microfossils with sustained contact and may reduce the
effectiveness of the solution for breaking down organic-rich sediments. However,
prolonged exposure to bleach at any concentration is potentially damaging to the organic
components in ichthyoliths, and should be limited if possible.
Isolating Modern Ichthyoliths. Similar to removing organic material from
sediments, flesh can be removed from jaws or skin patches of modern specimens to
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isolate taxonomically known fish teeth and shark scales. In this case, the jaw (for fish
teeth) or a patch of skin (for shark denticles) is dissected from a modern specimen and
placed in dilute (5-10%) bleach until all flesh is dissolved, usually 1-4 hours. Since
bleach will attack the organic compounds in teeth and bone as well as the softer tissues,
we recommend removing the ichthyoliths from the bleach and washing the newly isolated
modern ichthyoliths as soon as is practical. These isolated modern ichthyoliths are then
washed over a 38μm screen and dried in at 50°C oven.

2.3.5

Comments about ichthyolith-specific washing and picking techniques
Traditional uses of ichthyoliths, for biostratigraphy or as carriers of isotopes, do

not require that all teeth be retained and accounted for in a sample. However, to assess
the ichthyolith accumulation rate, ichthyolith community structure, and the role of fishes
within an ecosystem through time, all of the ichthyoliths within a certain size range must
be quantified. The methods presented here aim to improve the fidelity of isolation and
concentration of ichthyoliths, to make this robust quantification both possible and
repeatable. Due to their small size and unusual shape, care must be taken when handling
the concentrated ichthyolith residue to avoid losing any teeth. As most teeth are triangular,
they tend to stick point-down into the sieve when washing. Running water up through the
back of the sieve, a technique often used when separating biological samples, will help to
dislodge any teeth that are stuck point-down.
Earlier ichthyolith work mounted tooth residues in optical medium and viewed
them using transmitted light microscopy (Doyle, 1983; Doyle et al., 1977; Doyle and
Riedel, 1979a, b; Doyle and Riedel, 1985). Transmitted light imaging is particularly
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useful for observing the details of the interior of the pulp cavity and the structure of the
enamel cap and so may have value for identification of teeth to taxonomic group (Doyle
and Riedel, 1979b; Johns, 1993). Strewn slides made by embedding the entire sample
residue in Canada Balsam or Norland optical medium can also be used to count the
abundance of extremely small teeth, which can be re-located by use of a England Finder,
similar to the study of calcareous nannoplankton. However, there are a number of
disadvantages of embedding teeth in a mounting medium, including the formation of
bubbles in the pulp cavity, the difficulty in achieving standard orientations given the very
small size of many teeth, and the three-dimensional aspect of large teeth in contrast with
the narrow depth of field in transmitted light microscopy. An alternative approach is to
pick ichthyoliths with a fine paint brush and mount them with water soluble glue on
cardboard micropaleontology slides. This method retains the most options for quantifying
ichthyoliths. It also ensures that teeth are not overlooked in original count analyses. Once
picked, these assemblage slides are a resource which can be worked with directly, or
easily be used for many other imaging techniques, including transmitted light microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy, and even microCT or nanoCT scanning. This also leaves
the ichthyoliths accessible for geochemical analyses.
For pelagic sediments in particular, the small size of ichthyoliths presents a
challenge to conventional picking using the techniques typically applied to foraminifera
or ostracods: the majority of ichthyoliths are translucent and nearly invisible to the naked
eye, making them difficult to place in a storage slide once picked out of the residue.
Indeed, we have found that for ichthyoliths <106μm, it is necessary to use a microscope
when placing the picked ichthyoliths into storage slides. We use standard gridded
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micropaleontology brass picking trays and a fine-tipped natural hair brush wetted with
water to separate ichthyoliths from the remainder of the residue. The sample can be
sieved before picking so that the relatively coarse fraction can be picked separately from
the fine fraction. Alternatively, for pelagic sediments with exceptionally small teeth, only
the coarse fraction (>63µm) may be picked and the finer fraction (38-63μm) may be left
for counting with a clicker or counting machine, or prepared for transmitted light
observation in a mounted slide. Placing the smallest fraction in a mounting medium for
transmitted light observation is not severely limiting, as long as there is no clumping in
the residue and ichthyoliths are not severely outnumbered by insoluble sediment clasts,
since the very smallest teeth are presently difficult to identify to morphological or
taxonomic group and have little value for geochemical analysis. For picking the course
fraction, one approach is to use a pair of microscopes set up side-by-side – one to pick
through the residue on a gridded tray, and a second to place the teeth into slides for
storage. This setup eliminates the need to change the microscope’s focus or move the
picking tray when transferring ichthyoliths to a micropaloentological slide.

2.4
2.4.1

Results and Discussion
Ichthyolith Accumulation Rates
Once isolated and quantified, ichthyoliths provide a unique view of fish

production and community dynamics through time. However, changes in sedimentation
rate, composition, and density can have a profound effect on the absolute abundance of
ichthyoliths in a sample, which bias any estimations of fish production or flux. To correct
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for this, we calculate an ichthyolith accumulation rate (IAR; eq. 1), yielding a metric of
ichthyolith flux of ichthyoliths falling to a fixed area of seafloor over a fixed time interval.
Thus, changes in IAR can be interpreted as increases or decreases in total ichthyolith
production, a proxy for overall fish production (Sibert et al., 2014). IAR in pelagic
sediments is calculated as:

In the case of sediments from reef matrix cores which have large fragments of
subfossil coral or mollusk shell (>2mm), IAR is calculated by normalizing by the weight
of sediments in the size fraction <2mm (where the vast majority of teeth are found) and
the number of years represented by a sample. The number of years in s sample was
computed from U/Th-derived sediment accumulation rates. This produces an ichthyolith
abundance accumulation rate (AAR):

This calculation of IAR or AAR normalizes for sedimentation rate and changes in
lithology. Therefore, we can compare the flux of ichthyoliths to the sea floor between
sites with very different background sedimentation rates, such as between open ocean
gyre sites and those from the high-productivity equatorial oceans. We can also correct for
variations in sedimentation rate time in a single site that result from changes in fish
production, sediment delivery, or carbonate dissolution. However, the calculation of IAR
is highly sensitive to the accuracy of the time scale used to estimate sedimentation rate.
Bulk density is also a component of IAR, but contributes relatively little to variation in
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IAR in pelagic sediments (Sibert et al., 2014). An exception is where there are major
changes in lithology, such as from carbonates to claystone or calcareous ooze to
limestone; in these cases accurate measurement of bulk density and sedimentation rate
can be important in the calculation of IAR.
Sample size. The size fractions quantified can be study-specific, to balance
between statistical confidence in the data (enough ichthyoliths available), time committed
by the researcher, and preservation of other microfossils. We have found through our
work that for pelagic marine carbonates, where sedimentation rate is 1-2 cm/kyr,
quantification of all ichthyoliths >38μm in a 10-20cc sample is necessary for sufficiently
robust abundances of >30-100 teeth/sample. The same sample volume in pelagic red clay
can yield thousands of teeth, and statistically significant samples of several hundred teeth
may be found in the >106μm fraction. In contrast, in coastal sediments and reef
carbonates, the high degree of dilution of ichthyoliths by other grains and higher
sedimentation rates can require much larger sample volumes to obtain statistically
representative ichthyolith samples. For example, in our work in modern Caribbean reef
sediments, we routinely sample volumes of 400cc (about 200g dry weight) to recover 2232 teeth (mean=74 teeth) and 0-5 denticles per sample.
While the abundance of fish may be an indicator of primary or export productivity
of an ecosystem, this is not the only signal recorded in the ichthyolith record. The overall
efficiency of a marine food web is determined by how many trophic steps are needed to
transfer the carbon fixed by primary producers up to higher-order consumers such as fish.
In a large phytoplankton-dominated system, such as a modern upwelling zone, a modest
total production will yield abundant fish with only 1-2 trophic steps. In contrast, a system
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dominated by small phytoplankton (such as cyanobacteria in the open ocean) with the
same absolute primary production may require 5-7 trophic steps to produce a single fish
(Moloney and Field, 1991; Moloney et al., 1991). While both of these ecosystems may
have similar levels of primary production, the former will produce several orders of
magnitude more fish biomass than the latter (Iverson, 1990), and thus should have a
significantly higher ichthyolith accumulation rate. Indeed, a substantial portion of
observed IAR patterns could be accounted for not by changing net primary production,
but instead by small shifts in the relative abundance of certain size classes of
phytoplankton. This food web imprint can also be exacerbated by changes in the
efficiency of energy transfer between trophic levels due to increases or decreases in
metabolic rates of the organisms. IARs may be also be affected by changes in habitat: for
example, in coral reef sediments, abundances of teeth from coral-associated taxa are
tightly coupled with reef accretion rates (Cramer et al., in review).
IAR is also influenced by the production of ichthyoliths by individuals. Species
which put considerable effort into growing their teeth and have low turnover, or resorb
teeth rather than shedding them (Bemis et al., 2005), could produce fewer ichthyoliths
than a species which produces numerous, but oftentimes less sturdy teeth which are
regularly shed, such as parrotfish teeth (Figure 2-4). The majority of the ichthyolith
accumulation rate signal is driven by the smallest teeth, which likely are derived from a
combination of small species, juvenile fish and the pharyngeal jaw tooth battery. At
present we are unsure about the relative contribution of teeth from these different sources,
but we suspect that most teeth preserved in sediments are biased toward those with
dissolution-resistant enamel caps. The excellent preservation of enamel relative to
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dentine is likely to bias the tooth record toward oral teeth and those of species with robust
dentitions, and mitigate against relatively lightly calcified pharyngeal teeth and the teeth
of some midwater species where an elongate pulp cavity can run almost the full length of
the teeth (Fink, 1981). Long-term trends in changes in ichthyolith abundance, particularly
with shifts in the size structure of the assemblage, over 10s of millions of years, may
reflect an evolutionary shift in fish community composition (Sibert and Norris, 2015),
though not necessarily a change in overall productivity or food web dynamics.

Figure 2-4: Examples of select taxonomically identifiable fossil ichthyoliths and
modern counterparts. All modern ichthyoliths were isolated from specimens in the
Scripps Marine Vertebrate Collection. The fossil Myctophidae and Triakidae specimens
are from ODP Site 1262, and are 62 million years old. The Scaridae modern teeth are
from Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History’s Fish Collection and subfossil
teeth are from coral reef sediment cores taken off of the coast of Bocas del Toro, Panama,
and are approximately 1200 years old.
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2.4.2

Ichthyolith Community Metrics
While taxonomic identifications of most ancient ichthyoliths is presently elusive,

a considerable amount of information about marine vertebrate community composition
can be obtained by considering the composition of whole ichthyolith assemblages, which
represent snapshots of the entire community, rather than occurrences of a single species
or morphotype. Since ichthyoliths are abundant in most sediment samples, we can
evaluate how the relative abundances of different marine vertebrate groups have changed
through time.
Teeth vs. Denticles. Due to similarity in their chemical compositions, both shark
dermal scales (denticles) and fish teeth are preserved in the ichthyolith record. They are
easily differentiated visually, as the majority of teeth are triangular or conical and have a
distinctive tooth-like shape, while denticles are irregularly shaped – typically flattened,
button-shaped or scalloped. While the majority of denticles preserved in the ichthyolith
record have been chipped, or preserve only the crown of the scale, they are distinctive
from teeth and readily recognizable as denticles (Figure 2-1). The absolute abundances of
teeth and denticles through time can be used to study the response of different trophic
level organisms to global change (Sibert and Norris, 2015).
Ichthyolith functional group and taxonomic composition. Individual
ichthyolith size is also informative of evolutionary patterns. While fish tooth size is not
necessarily correlated directly with body size (e.g., deep-sea viperfish of the family
Stomiidae have fanglike teeth that are nearly the length of their head), it is an indicator of
diet. For example, long, pointed teeth are more likely to be used for handling larger or
more active prey. The size structure of an ichthyolith assemblage, quantified either
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through changes in relative abundance of different size fractions or by measuring the
length of individual teeth (Sibert and Norris, 2015), can reveal evolutionary or ecological
trends. For example, following the Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction, the maximum size
of the largest teeth in an assemblage in open ocean sediments tripled from pre-extinction
values, suggesting that there was a radiation of fishes preferring larger prey following the
extinction event (Sibert and Norris, 2015).
While some ichthyoliths are taxonomically identifiable (Figure 2-4), the majority
remain unidentified to taxonomic group at this stage. Teeth from modern Caribbean reef
sediments have a greater variety of tooth morphotypes than those from pelagic sediments
and can be divided into diet categories such as predators (raptorial or canine teeth),
herbivores (incisiform teeth), and durophagous invertivores (molariform teeth),
producing a record of fish trophic structure through time (Cramer et al., in review).
Utilizing a fish tooth reference collection for modern Caribbean reef fish
(www.ichthyolith.ucsd.edu), it is also possible to identify several distinctive tooth types
to family level. Pelagic ichthyoliths also have discrete morphological characters, such as
the shape and structure of the pulp cavity, which have been studied in depth for
biostratigraphy, and we believe that identification of either taxonomic affinity or
ecological group will also become possible for pelagic fishes as research progresses.
Ichthyolith Taphonomy. While ichthyoliths are generally resistant to the
dissolution effects that damage other microfossil groups, there are several taphonomic
processes that can affect the preservation of ichthyoliths. As many teeth have an
extensive, hollow pulp cavity, larger teeth are prone to splitting due to mechanical forces,
either during preservation or sediment processing. However, as the large teeth most likely
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to break are relatively rare in a sample, it is quite often straightforward to piece a single
large tooth back together following a fracture. We have also observed iron and
manganese oxides growing in the pulp cavity of teeth which can cause splintering. These
same oxides can also grow around teeth, hiding them from observation. When this
relatively rare phenomenon occurs, we often find some teeth which have just begun to be
covered in the coarse fraction, and can therefore either account for the bias (if there are
relatively few nodules in the sample) or consider removing the sample from quantitative
analysis. Finally, some parts of ichthyoliths are more durable than others. For example,
the crowns of denticles are much more likely to be preserved than the subcutaneous base,
and the more heavily enameled tooth tips preserve more often as well. Despite these
taphonomic biases, the ichthyolith record is generally well-preserved.
Future Applications of Ichthyoliths. While we have addressed several
applications of the ichthyolith record here, there are numerous other potential
applications. For example, taxonomically identifiable pelagic ichthyoliths can provide
significantly better fossil calibration ages for molecular clock estimates of divergence in
open ocean lineages, which have a poor body fossil record. Comparison of ichthyolith
records with other biological groups present in the same core (e.g. ichthyoliths and coral
community composition in the Caribbean, or fish and foraminifera in the open ocean) can
reveal trophic or community dynamics through time. IAR or community composition
metrics can also be compared to geochemical proxies, to assess the effects of local or
global change on fish population or community ecology. Establishing the natural
abundance, structure, and variability of fish communities in coastal, reef, or even lake
settings, on historic or pre-historic timescales can provide a baseline for separating
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anthropogenic pressures and climate impacts on economically significant fish stocks.
Finally, archaeological middens may have considerable amounts of ichthyoliths, which
could offer insight into how ancient humans interacted with marine resources.

2.5

Conclusions
Ichthyoliths represent an important and understudied microfossil group that

preserves the record of fishes and sharks at unprecedented temporal resolution.
Quantification of the relative and absolute abundance of ichthyoliths through time can
reveal changing patterns in fish production, food web stability, and ecosystem structure
through Earth’s history (including the Anthropocene) and across global change events.
Accurate quantification of these trends in ichthyolith accumulation and assemblage
structure relies on quantification of all ichthyoliths in each discrete sample. We have
presented a methodological framework for isolation and quantification of ichthyoliths
from most marine sediment types ranging from coral reefs to the open ocean, however
these methods can also be applied to lacustrine or other marine deposits. We have further
presented a novel protocol for staining ichthyoliths pink for easier and more accurate
visual identification using Alizarin Red S. The applications of the ichthyolith record
include more traditional biostratigraphy and geochemistry, alongside fish production,
evolution, and ancient food web reconstruction. Taxonomic or ecological identification of
ichthyoliths will further reveal patterns in fish evolution, shed light on the development
and rise to dominance of the most diverse group of vertebrates on the planet, and reveal
the full magnitude of change in fish communities resulting from past and present human
activities.
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Figure 3-4: Figure S1. ODP Site 1209 shipboard measurements of dry bulk density
and GRA (gamma ray attenuation).
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Figure 3-5: Figure S2. Relationship between GRA density and dry bulk density for
ODP Hole 1209A.
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Figure 3-6: Figure S3. Dry bulk density calculated from GRA (gamma ray
attenuation) and observed GRA to dry bulk relationship
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Figure 3-7: Figure S4. Sedimentary mass accumulation rate (MAR) comparison
between constant and variable dry bulk density.
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Figure 3-8: Figure S5. Ichthyolith mass accumulation rate (MAR) comparison
between constant and variable dry bulk density.
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Figure 3-9: Figure S6. Relationship between total Fe and % carbonate for ODP Site
1209 based on published XRF Fe counts and % carbonate values from multiple
sources.
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Figure 3-10: Figure S7. % Carbonate as calculated from XRF Fe counts and the
relationship between ln(Fe) and % carbonate.
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Figure 3-11: Figure S8. Carbonate mass accumulation rate (MAR) comparison
between constant % carbonate and variable % carbonate.
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Figure 3-12: Figure S9. Foraminiferal sized grain mass accumulation rate (MAR)
comparison of proportion of non-carbonate grains in clay fraction only or all size
fractions.
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Figure 3-13: Figure S10. Foraminiferal sized grain mass accumulation rate (MAR)
comparison between Hull et al. (2011) and this study.
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Figure 3-14: Figure S11. Nannofossil sized grain mass accumulation rate (MAR)
comparison between Hull et al. (2011) and this study.
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Figure 3-15: Figure S12. Mass accumulation rates (MAR) for (a) nannoplankton, (b)
foraminifera, and (c) ichthyoliths, calculated using the Westerhold et al. (2008) age
model solution 1 and the Hilgen et al. (2010) age model with variable dry bulk
density.
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Figure 3-16: Figure S13. Mass accumulation rates (MAR) for (a) Gubbio, Italy, and
(b) ODP 1209, Shatsky Rise comparing age models.
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Figure 3-17: Figure S14. Extended version of Main Figure 2: ichthyolith
accumulation rate at all sites considered in this study, including data generated by
Shackleton (1984) from Walvis Ridge, DSDP Site 527 in the South Atlantic.
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Figure 3-18: Figure S15. Fish MAR at Shatsky Rise compared to iron counts of
Westerhold et al. (2008).
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Figure 3-19: Figure S16. Comparison of ichthyolith mass and sample large tooth
count data.
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CHAPTER 4
No evidence for productivity-driven dwarfing in pelagic fish communities
following the Cretaceous-Paleogene Mass Extinction
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4.1

Abstract
Survivors of mass extinctions are often smaller than their pre-extinction

predecessors, a response thought to be adaptive to poor resource conditions known as the
“Lilliput Effect”. Extinction models for the Cretaceous-Paleogene mass extinction posit
a sharp drop in resources after the extinction and, indeed, there is a Lilliput Effect in
many fossil groups, including pelagic foraminifera, nannoplankton and shallow marine
invertebrates. We investigated changes in size of pelagic fish through the P/Pg event
using microfossil fish teeth (ichthyoliths) preserved in deep-sea sediment cores from two
different geographic locations which had contrasting post-extinction productivity
regimes: the South Atlantic (ODP 1262), which had significant declines in production,
and the tropical Pacific (ODP 1209), which did not. We find that the size structure of the
fish tooth assemblage is relatively unaffected in either basin across the extinction. Indeed,
rather than a decrease in tooth sizes, fish in our Atlantic site show a statisticallysignificant increase in tooth size in the early recovery suggesting that some Paleocene
fish were either larger or consuming larger, more active prey than those in the Cretaceous.
Fish in both sites show an increase in the relative abundance of large teeth around 62 Ma.
While this corresponds to an increase in fish flux in both basins, the Pacific shows several
peaks in fish accumulation prior to 62 Ma, suggesting that absolute production is not the
driving factor behind the changes in size structure. This suggests that fishes thrived in the
post-extinction oceans, potentially facilitating their subsequent taxonomic dominance in
the Cenozoic.
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4.2

Introduction
The Cretaceous-Paleogene (K/Pg) mass extinction ~66 million years ago is

associated with >90% extinction in calcareous plankton groups (Coxall et al., 2006), and
a disruption of the pelagic food web (D'Hondt, 2005; Hull and Norris, 2011; Hull et al.,
2011). Traditional models of the extinction have interpreted a collapse in the δ13C isotope
gradient as either a uniform global collapse of primary productivity – the ‘Strangelove
Ocean’ (Hsu and McKenzie, 1985) – or a shift to tiny phytoplankton and a microbial loop
system, a so-called ‘living ocean’ (D'Hondt, 2005). These resource-limited conditions
favored smaller organisms in the immediate aftermath of the extinction event for many
fossil groups, including the calcareous plankton, a so-called “Lilliput Effect” (Harries and
Knorr, 2009; Schulte et al., 2010; Urbanek, 1993).
The size structure and abundance of fishes is a function of both the underlying
size distribution and abundance of primary producers and zooplankton (Iverson, 1990). In
a resource-stressed post-extinction world with a decrease in primary productivity or a
shift to smaller-celled phytoplankton as proposed by D'Hondt et al., (1998) and Hsu and
McKenzie (1985), fishes would be expected to decline in total abundance, biomass, or
both, in response to the reduction in available fixed carbon. However, fish production
across the extinction in the open ocean follows a similar geographic pattern to other
export production proxies (Alegret and Thomas, 2009; Hull and Norris, 2011), with
declines in the Atlantic, but stable or increased fish production in the Pacific (Sibert et al.,
2014). Further, the K/Pg extinction caused a global restructuring of the marine vertebrate
community, with the abundance of ray-finned fishes increasing compared to the sharks,
suggesting that some aspects of fish community composition are decoupled from total
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production after the extinction (Sibert and Norris, 2015). Indeed, molecular evidence
suggests that the lineages of modern large pelagic fishes diversified in the post-extinction
pelagic ecosystem (Miya et al., 2013). The vast majority of diversity in ray-finned fishes
developed during the Early Paleogene (Friedman and Sallan, 2012; Near et al., 2012),
suggesting that fishes may have responded differently to the K/Pg extinction than other
lineages.
Here, we evaluate how oceanic fishes adapted to the post-extinction world by
comparing the size structure of pre- and post-extinction fish communities between the
South Atlantic, which shows a significant decline in both export and total fish production
at the boundary, and the Pacific, which did not. A difference in the size structure of preor post-extinction fish communities between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans could help
explain the observed different responses in fish production between the basins. For
example, it is possible that in regions with decreased productivity (e.g. the South
Atlantic), there would be a demographic shift in the consumer population favoring
smaller individuals with lower metabolic demands or individuals with smaller teeth
optimized for handling smaller prey. Alternatively, it is possible that following the
extinction of large-bodied Cretaceous predators (D'Hondt, 2005; Friedman, 2009; Ward
et al., 1991), fishes were ecologically released and increased their body size and/or tooth
size to handle newly available prey (Sibert and Norris, 2015), potentially counteracting
any resource limitation in one or both productivity regimes.
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4.3

Methods
We use ichthyoliths preserved in deep-sea sediment cores from two pelagic ocean

sites which show different responses in fish production across the event: Ocean Drilling
Program (ODP) Site 1262 in the South Atlantic and ODP Site 1209 in the North Pacific.
Both sites are well-studied, deep-sea carbonate cores with established cyclostratigraphic
timescales for the Paleocene (Hilgen et al., 2010; Westerhold et al., 2008) and wellpreserved K/Pg boundary intervals. ODP Site 1209 has a sedimentation rate of 0.67
cm/kyr in the Cretaceous that declines to 0.3 cm/kyr in the earliest Paleocene.
Sedimentation returns to pre-boundary levels by approximately 62.5 Ma. ODP Site 1262
has a sedimentation rate of ~2.0 cm/kyr in the Cretaceous and drops to 0.5 cm/kyr at the
boundary. Sedimentation rate increases to 1.0 cm/kyr at 63 Ma, but does not return to
pre-boundary rates during the study interval. At both sites, 10-15cc samples of carbonate
ooze, sampled approximately every 20-50 kyr from 67 to 62 Ma, were dried to a constant
mass at 50°C, weighed, dissolved in weak (5-10%) acetic acid, and washed over a 38μm
sieve with DI water to remove the carbonate and concentrate ichthyoliths. Ichthyoliths
were examined and picked out using a high-power dissection microscope. Teeth were
grouped into “small” (<63μm) and “large” (>63μm) size classes for analysis. Fish teeth
were differentiated from elasmobranch denticles.
To account for variations in sedimentation rate and density, we calculated
ichthyolith accumulation rate (IAR; in units of ichthyoliths/cm2/kyr), using an established
cyclostratigraphic age model for the Paleocene (Hilgen et al., 2010). For ODP Site 1209,
the Cretaceous chronology was supplemented by shipboard biostratigraphy (Bralower et
al., 2002). For ODP Site 1262, two different Cretaceous age models were considered, a
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latest Cretaceous cyclostratigraphy (Westerhold et al., 2008) and the C29r/C30n
boundary (Bowles, 2006). Both age models yielded nearly identical IAR values, and the
cyclostratigraphic framework was used in the main analysis. All sites used shipboard
variable dry-bulk-density in the accumulation rate calculation. Calculated IAR data do
not meet the assumption of normality, so the Mann-Whitney U test, a non-parametric,
rank-based statistical test, was used to compare IAR between sites and across the
extinction event. We evaluated the size-structure of the tooth assemblage by comparing
the proportion of large (>63μm) teeth within an assemblage between sites and across the
extinction at each site. Differences in the assemblage composition were also evaluated
using the Mann-Whitney U test. All analyses were carried out using the R statistical
package.

4.4

Results and Discussion
The absolute value of ichthyolith accumulation was relatively constant in both the

South Atlantic and the Central Pacific during the latest Cretaceous (Figure 4-1). The
South Atlantic had slightly but significantly higher IAR in the latest Cretaceous,
approximately 3.5 ich/cm2/kyr (±1.0), compared to the Central Pacific, which had 2.6 (±
0.64) ich/cm2/kyr (p<0.001). The Pacific showed a small (though statistically significant)
decline in IAR during the first million years of the Paleocene, from a Cretaceous rate of
2.6 (± 0.64) ich/cm2/kyr to an early Paleocene rate of 2.0 (± 0.75) ich/cm2/kyr (p=0.004).
In the South Atlantic, the extinction event caused a significant 50% decline in IAR, to 1.7
(±0.61) ich/cm2/kyr (p<10-12). The IAR in the South Atlantic remained depressed for 2
million years before slowly rising toward pre-extinction levels of production (Figure 4-1),
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while Pacific IAR increased during the early Paleocene, exceeding pre-extinction fish
production by 64 Ma, and remained elevated throughout the rest of the record, with
several peaks reaching 12-14 ich/cm2/kyr – a nearly 5-fold increase over the low but
stable Cretaceous IAR (Figure 4-1). South Atlantic IAR first surpasses Cretaceous levels
two million years later than the Pacific does, in the interval after 62 Ma. However, as our
record does not extend past this initial increase, it is unclear whether this represents a
sustained recovery or a transient peak in total accumulation similar to those observed in
the Pacific during the interval of 64-61 Ma.
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Figure 4-1: Ichthyolith accumulation rate (IAR) for ODP Site 1209 and ODP Site
1262. (a) A time-series of IAR, with the Pacific shown in black circles and the Atlantic
shown in gray triangles. (b) Violin plots (combines box- and kernel density plots) of
ichthyolith accumulation rate for the Cretaceous, Earliest Paleocene, and later Paleocene;
left Pacific, right Atlantic. The horizontal black line is the median, black box is first and
third quartiles, and the shaded gray shows the relative abundance of IAR values.

While total IAR suggests that Pacific fish did not experience a large-magnitude
decline in abundance following the extinction event as they did in the Atlantic (Sibert et
al., 2014), it is possible that post-extinction fishes decreased in size, but not abundance,
to accommodate a decrease in prey size or availability (e.g. exhibited a Lilliput Effect). In
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this case, tooth size distribution should shift toward a higher relative abundance of small
teeth, particularly in the Atlantic, where the total production declined significantly. To
test this, we examined the size structure of teeth in both oceanic records. In the
Cretaceous, both the Atlantic and Pacific sites have ~22% of teeth >63μm; In the
Paleocene, this increases to 26-27% in both ocean basins (Figure 4-2), and there is no
significant difference between the ocean basins for either of these time periods,
suggesting that fishes filled similar ecological roles (at least as measured by tooth size) in
both basins (Figure 4-2a, b). Further, this increase in the relative abundance of larger
teeth in the Paleocene is only statistically significant at the Atlantic site, and not in the
Pacific (Figure 4-2c, d). These results suggest that the size structure of the tooth
assemblage was relatively stable across the K/Pg extinction event. Further, there is no
evidence for dwarfing in either basin. Further, a slight increase in the abundance of large
teeth, suggests that the fish community structure was driven by something other than net
productivity in the aftermath of the event.
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Figure 4-2: Kernel density plots showing the percent large (>63μm) teeth in each
assemblage, split by site and time bin. The percentage reported on the figure is the
median percentage of large teeth in an assemblage.

It is possible that the differences in fish productivity in the basins could be due to
differences in early Paleocene fish biology or life history. For example, surviving species
in the early Paleocene Pacific may have simply produced more teeth per capita than the
average Cretaceous fish or those in the Atlantic, either by having more teeth in their jaws,
faster shedding of teeth during life, or having a shorter generation time. Additionally, as
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the post-extinction ecological regime in the Paleogene gyres was distinct from that of the
Cretaceous, it is also possible that the post-extinction fauna in the different ocean basins
adopted different ecological strategies. Indeed, it is likely that the size structure of the
fish tooth assemblage is governed by interactions between fish and their prey: changes in
prey type and size, fish mouth size, prey capture strategy, and trophic level, all likely play
a part in determining the overall size structure of the fish tooth community.
Following the recovery of the open ocean δ13C gradient, 3-4 million years after
the extinction event, there was a wave of diversification of planktonic foraminifera,
suggesting a shift in the structure of the pelagic ecosystem (Coxall et al., 2006). There is
some evidence for a concurrent change in size structure regime for open-ocean fish as
well. Indeed, both our Pacific and Atlantic sites show a substantial increase in the relative
abundance of larger teeth near the end of their records, rising to over >50% large teeth in
the assemblages at both sites, beginning around 62 Ma (Figure 4-3). This corresponds
temporally with an interval of increased abundance of extremely large teeth observed in
the South Pacific following the extinction event (Sibert and Norris, 2015), suggesting that
fishes, too, may have expanded their roles in the pelagic ecosystem at this time. The size
structure shift at ~62Ma corresponds approximately with a step-increase of IAR to above
pre-extinction values in the South Atlantic, but is preceded by several peaks in IAR in the
Pacific (Figure 4-3), further suggesting that tooth assemblage size structure is driven by
the evolution of the prey community, rather than IAR.
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Figure 4-3: Absolute (top; a,c) and relative (bottom; b,d) abundance of each size
class of ichthyoliths found in the Pacific (1209; top; a-b) and Atlantic (1262; top; cd). Colors represent the different size classes of ichthyoliths. Note the slight increase in
the yellow and green at the end of the records, approximately 62 Ma for both 1209 and
1262. Vertical gray line is the K/Pg boundary.

4.5

Conclusion
Fishes have exhibited dwarfing following other mass extinction events throughout

the Phanerozoic (Sallan and Galimberti, 2015), and suffered a selective extinction of
predators at the K/Pg in coastal regions (Friedman, 2009). However, in the open ocean,
early Paleocene fish communities do not show any evidence for post-extinction size
decreases. Indeed, there is a modest increase in overall tooth size in the immediate
aftermath of the event in both the Central Pacific and South Atlantic oceans. A significant
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increase in the proportion of large teeth around 62 Ma suggests that as the ocean basins
recovered from the extinction event, fishes were able to more fully take advantage of
newly vacated niche space following the K/Pg extinction, fundamentally expanding their
ecological roles in the open ocean (Miya et al., 2013; Sibert and Norris, 2015). These
trends are observed in both the Atlantic and the Pacific, even though these basins have
distinctly different post-extinction productivity regimes, suggesting that the fish
community structure was driven by factors other than net primary productivity, such as
prey type and capture strategy. As changes in size structure of the fish tooth assemblage
correspond with evolutionary events in the plankton, rather than shifts in export
productivity or total IAR, this suggests that the size structure of the fish tooth assemblage
was more related to prey type and availability than it is to absolute production during the
Paleocene. Fishes were able to maintain Cretaceous-like roles and production in the
aftermath of the extinction, while other pelagic consumers, such as ammonites went
extinct. This resilience paved the way for a rapid ecological expansion in the group as the
open ocean ecosystem recovered from the event, facilitating their subsequent
diversification in the modern open ocean.
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CHAPTER 6
A two-pulsed radiation of pelagic fishes following the K/Pg mass extinction
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6.1

Abstract
The Cretaceous-Paleogene (K/Pg) mass extinction disrupted marine ecosystems

and caused considerable extinction of higher order predators, including ammonites and
marine reptiles. However, we know much less about how fish diversity responded to the
K/Pg event and its aftermath, due to the low-temporal resolution achievable with the
whole-body fish fossil record. Here we present a novel scheme for quantifying
morphological variation in fish teeth (ichthyoliths) as a measure of taxonomic and
ecological diversity, and use this to define a series of ichthyolith morphotypes present in
the South Pacific Ocean between 73 and 42 million years ago (Ma). We find that there is
essentially no change in trends of ichthyolith diversity in the late Cretaceous (73-66 Ma),
or across the K/Pg boundary. Rather, it was two pulses of tooth morphological
origination that restructured Paleogene fish diversity following the K/Pg, at 62 Ma and 58
Ma. The first pulse produced a number of short-lived, extreme morphotypes, a “disasterfauna” restricted to the early Paleocene (66-60 Ma), while the second pulse produced the
tooth morphotypes which persisted at least into the Middle Eocene. Tooth diversity
reached its maximum around the Paleocene/Eocene boundary. Molecular phylogenies
suggest the major radiation of pelagic fishes occurred in the vicinity of the K/Pg
boundary. Our results illuminate the dynamics of this radiation, showing that the main
oceanic fish radiation occurred rapidly, possibly due to the low levels of extinction in
fishes across the K/Pg, with new morphotypes replacing Late Cretaceous survivors over
the course of the Paleocene. While ichthyolith abundance peaks in the Early Eocene at
nearly 10-fold Paleocene levels, there is little diversification in the tooth morphology
during this interval. Together, these results suggest that the evolutionary trajectory of the
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open ocean fish communities changed in the Paleocene, leading to the distinct structure
of Cenozoic communities that we still observe today. The multiple pulses of Paleocene
innovation in fish has parallels with radiations in other groups in which there is the
appearance of an early group of ‘founders’ during the immediate phase of recovery form
the extinction, and a later pulse of origination as Paleocene faunas are established.
Together, these results suggest that the K/Pg extinction event changed the evolutionary
trajectory of the open ocean fish community, allowing for fishes to take on more
ecological roles within the open ocean ecosystem.

6.2

Introduction
Fishes are the most diverse clade of vertebrates living on the planet today. They

dominate the world’s lakes, rivers, and oceans, and have over 30,000 described species
(Nelson, 2006). Yet while fishes have populated the oceans for over 450 million years,
the majority of modern fish diversity developed only recently, within one clade, the rayfinned fishes (Actinopterygii), which contains the vast majority of extant fish diversity
(>27,000 species), and represents the largest known radiation of fishes in the fossil record
(Friedman and Sallan, 2012). While the ray-finned fish lineage reaches back over 400
million years ago (Ma), they diversified relatively recently, with most crown-group
lineages originating significantly less than 100 Ma (Friedman and Sallan, 2012; Near et
al., 2013; Near et al., 2012). Recent fossil and genetic evidence suggests that open ocean
fishes expanded their ecological and taxonomic bounds following the CretaceousPaleogene (K/Pg) mass extinction 66 Ma, which may have been a catalyst for the great
diversity of fishes present in our present oceans (Miya et al., 2013; Sibert and Norris,
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2015). However, the temporal uncertainty associated with molecular clock studies of
diversification, compounded with the inability to capture the diversity of entirely extinct
clades, make it difficult resolve relationship of the KPg boundary mass extinction to the
ray-finned fish radiation. The body fossil of fishes also suggests a large scale turnover
and radiation across the KPg boundary, but with a temporal uncertainty of millions of
years. In addition, the open ocean record of fishes is particularly sparse, leaving the
dynamics of open ocean clades in particular question.
Although the precise timing is unclear, there are reasons to suspect that the KPg
mass extinction may have directly allowed for a Cenozoic radiation of ray-finned fishes.
Mass extinction events during the Phanerozoic have helped to shape the diversity of life
on the planet (Jablonski, 2005; Wagner et al., 2006), by removing the dominant flora and
fauna, and allowing survivors to diversify in the aftermath of the event (Sahney et al.,
2010). Following most mass extinctions, there is an interval of hundreds of thousands or
millions of years during of unusual ecosystems (often low diversity and high dominance),
which are eventually replaced by ecosystems with pre-event-like levels ecosystem
structure and complexity (Erwin, 1998; Hull et al., 2011). Ray-finned fishes have a
history of bouncing back from mass extinctions (Friedman and Sallan, 2012), often
diversifying in the aftermath of ecological disaster. The Cretaceous/Paleogene event
caused a selective extinction of large- and fast-jawed predatory fishes (Friedman, 2009)
but ray-finned fishes radiated following the extinction event as well (Alfaro et al., 2009;
Friedman, 2010; Miya et al., 2013). While it appears that open ocean ray-finned fishes
thrived following the extinction, while other marine vertebrates did not (Sibert and Norris,
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2015), the processes governing the radiation and success of ray-finned fishes in the
aftermath of the extinction are poorly understood.
There are several climatic events in the Early Cenozoic that may also have played
an important part in the diversification of ray-finned fishes in the aftermath of the K/Pg
extinction. For example, the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) was a period
of rapid greenhouse-induced global warming and ocean acidification 56 Ma (McInerney
and Wing, 2011), and the Early Eocene Climate Optimum (EECO), 52-50 Ma, was an
extended period of extreme greenhouse warmth, with the ocean reaching its warmest in
the past 90 million years (Zachos et al., 2008). In the open South Pacific Ocean, while the
K/Pg may have caused a small increase in total fish abundance, fish production reached
peak values more than 5 times higher than the Paleocene or Cretaceous during the EECO
(Sibert et al., 2016). The EECO had both the warmest climate and highest fish production
levels during the entire Cenozoic in the South Pacific, suggesting that this climate
extreme event may have been a cradle for the development of open ocean fish diversity in
the Cenozoic.
Here, we use a unique fossil resource, microfossil fish teeth preserved in a welldated deep-sea sediment core, to address changes in open ocean fish morphological
diversity across the K/Pg mass extinction, and through the EECO, spanning the interval
of 73 Ma to 43 Ma. Fish teeth have distinct shapes that carry information about
taxonomic and ecological diversity. For example, we recognize teeth whose distinctive
shapes are similar to those of living myctophids and dragon fish, suggesting that some
taxonomic groups, or at least their ecological roles are represented in the Paleogene fish
biota. While taxonomic identification of Paleogene fish teeth is not always possible at
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present, we suggest that the morphological diversity of teeth is a likely a reflection of
diversity at a relatively high taxonomic level (family or order, rather than species) and
could therefore be useful in defining the timing of radiations in pelagic fish lineages.

6.3
6.3.1

Methods
DSDP Site 596 lithology and ichthyolith isolation
Ichthyoliths were isolated from discrete sediment samples taken from Deep Sea

Drilling Program (DSDP) Site 596. DSDP Site 596 is located in the South Pacific Gyre,
located at 23°51.20'S, 165°39.27'W, in approximately 5710 meters water depth (Menard
et al., 1987). DSDP Site 596 is almost completely pure pelagic red clay, and has
remained within the South Pacific Gyre for its >85 million year history (Zhou and Kyte,
1992). A sedimentation history for DSDP Site 596 using a constant cobalt-flux model
reveals a relatively low and constant sedimentation rate of approximately 0.2 to 0.27
m/myr throughout the interval considered in this study, approximately 73 to 42 Ma.
There is a prominent iridium anomaly at the site at the K/Pg boundary (Zhou et al., 1991),
as well as several ichthyolith biostratigraphic tie points that confirm this sedimentation
rate (Winfrey and Doyle, 1984). DSDP Site 596 was sampled every 5 cm down-core,
from 15 meters below seafloor (mbsf) to 22 mbsf. The 5 to 10-gram samples of red clay
were dried to a constant weight in a 50°C oven to remove excess water. Samples were
then disaggregated in de-ionized water, and washed over a 38μm sieve to concentrate and
retain the ichthyoliths (Sibert et al., In review). As the majority of the sediment is red
clay, preserved well below the CCD, the coarse fraction is composed nearly exclusively
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of ichthyoliths, with occasional manganese nodules or other non-biogenic sediment
grains. The coarse fraction residues were inspected under a high-power dissection
microscope, and a fine paintbrush was used to transfer the ichthyoliths to cardboard
microfossil slides (Figure 6-1) for storage and further analysis. Ichthyolith accumulation
rate was calculated using the cobalt-accumulation model produced by Zhou and Kyte
(1992). Picked ichthyolith assemblages were imaged at high resolution (~1 micron/pixel),
and a semi-3D extended-depth-of-focus (EDF) image was created. These images were
processed and analyzed using the Hull Lab Imaging System at Yale University. Tooth
outlines were evaluated, and a minimum-bounding-box was used to calculate the
maximum length, width, and aspect ratio of the teeth (Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-1: Example tooth assemblage from DSDP Site 596. Ichthyoliths in the upper
¼ of the image are denticles, while the remainder are teeth
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Figure 6-2: Example tooth with outline and measurements. Image taken and
processed with the Hull Lab Imaging System, Yale University.

6.3.2

Fish Tooth Morphology and Morphotypes
While it is difficult to identify teeth to traditional taxonomic levels, a character-

based coded system which quantifies morphological traits in a non-hierarchical manner
can be used quantify the morphological variation in these microfossils and create a nonhierarchical, ‘taxon-free’ morphological classification (Doyle et al., 1974; Doyle and
Riedel, 1979b; Doyle and Riedel, 1985; Johns et al., 2006; Tway, 1977; Tway, 1979;
Tway and Riedel, 1991). In this manuscript, we employ a new ichthyolith morphological
coding system that is loosely based on the system developed by Doyle, Kennedy, and
Riedel (1974). Our system differs from prior ichthyolith classification schemes in several
important ways. First, it differentiates between teeth and denticles: as these ichthyolith
subgroups are produced by different clades of organisms and have entirely different
functional purposes (teeth versus scales), we consider them completely independently.
Second, our system uses only reflected light microscopy, reducing the complexity of the
mounting and analysis of teeth in transmitted-light slides, and leaving the teeth free to be
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used in future analyses, such as advanced imaging (eg. microCT or Scanning Electron
Microscopy) or geochemistry. Third, our coding system considers the same set of
characters as potential descriptors for all teeth, removing the need for nested, hybrid
character states, or for complicated nomenclature syntax, as was used in prior ichthyolith
morphological coding schemes. Our system retains the flexibility built into the original
ichthyolith classification schemes: it is straightforward to include additional characters or
character-states to the system as novel tooth morphotypes are found and classified (Doyle
et al., 1974; Tway, 1979). While our system is still a work in progress, and currently only
includes traits for the teeth included in this study (South Pacific Gyre, Cretaceous to
Eocene), it represents a considerable step forward in the field of ichthyolith
morphometrics. Details of the characters, character states, and identified morphotypes are
included in Appendix I, and summarized in Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-3: A schematic representation of the different character-states described in
our tooth morphology system. We use a generic triangular tooth for simplicity in this
figure, however note that because our traits are described relative to overall tooth shape,
this can be applied to a variety of tooth shapes, including in this study. Extended notes
and descriptions of each character and character state are available in Appendix I.
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We identified 22 unique discrete characters that are easily visually distinguished,
including the general shape and structure of the tooth, the size and structure of any
extensions (eg. ridges), the nature of the tip, and the shape and structure of the pulp
cavity (please see Appendix I for details). We used this system to code each whole or
otherwise identifiable tooth from the sample set, from 74 unique samples, for a total of
1897 identified teeth, ranging in age from 42 to 73 Ma. For this study, we defined any
tooth that has a unique set of character-states as a distinct morphotype: 136 unique tooth
morphotypes were identified in the set. We note, however, that certain characters are
correlated, so morphotypes which cluster are likely closer, either taxonomically or
ecologically, than those with greatly different morphologies. As this character-coding
system is, by definition, non-hierarchical, we felt this was the most reasonable way to
consider tooth types without introducing a potentially false hierarchy that has no
biological meaning into the system. To address the issue of small sample size,
particularly in the Cretaceous and Paleocene samples, which sometimes had fewer than
20 teeth in a single sample, we grouped the samples into ~1 myr time bins, so that each
time bin included sufficient teeth for analysis (34-241 teeth per time bin, average = 90.3).
To address the potential of reworked teeth artificially extending the range of a
particular morphotype, we selectively removed individual occurrences of particular teeth
from the analysis following a specific set of rules, described in full in Appendix II. Using
our conservative set of rules, we removed 9 teeth (0.5% of total teeth described) from the
analysis due to suspected reworking (1887 teeth total, ranging from 34-241 teeth per time
bin, average = 89.9). Following a more liberal set of rules, we removed an additional 14
teeth (1% of total teeth described) from the analysis (1873 total teeth, 34-241 teeth per
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time bin, average = 89.2). We conducted all successive analyses on all three of these
datasets, and note that while the liberal dataset consistently yields slightly higher
estimates for speciation and extinction rates, as it has the shortest ranges, overall, the
patterns observed are robust regardless of dataset analyzed, suggesting that the effect of
reworking on the overall tooth record is minimal. We present results from all three
datasets where possible, however when only one dataset is represented in the figures, we
use the “conservative mixing” dataset.
6.3.3

Morphospace Analyses
To assess changes in tooth morphology through time, we evaluated morphological

disparity of the tooth morphotypes present in our samples. All analyses were carried out
in R using our own scripts. We calculated distances between tooth types by assigning
weights to all characters and evaluating a weighted distance between each pair of teeth
based on the character-states they displayed. Traits within a character were considered to
be equally distant unless there was an obvious hierarchy, in which case we created
distance matrices for the character states. The characters were weighted either equally, or
paired to combine several traits to have the same weight (e.g. the 4 pulp cavity
morphology traits were reduced to ½ weight each, so that they did not overpower other
characters which were more easily described). For teeth which had good length, width,
and aspect ratio measurements (see Figure 6-2 for an example), e combined these discrete
character states with the continuous measurements by discretizing the continuous
measurements into normalized bins and treating each bin as a discrete state. Distances for
all traits available to compare for each pair of teeth were then averaged, to get an average
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pairwise distance value. Since the traits are discrete, rather than continuous, the resulting
distance matrix was analyzed using nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) to
create a morphospace and evaluate the regions occupied by teeth throughout the interval.
6.3.4

Estimation of evolutionary rates
To assess the turnover of tooth morphotypes, we calculated origination and

extinction rates. While we recognize that these fish teeth are not identifiable as individual
taxa, and indeed, likely represent ecological groups or ontogenetic stages, they do have
unique morphologies that have distinct stratigraphic ranges, mostly used for crude
biostratigraphy (Doyle and Riedel, 1979b; Johns et al., 2006), and thus exhibit
evolutionary change through time. This bias means our calculations cannot be compared
in absolute terms to traditional taxonomic-unit based evolutionary rates, but it is
informative in assessing the changing ecological roles of fishes in the open ocean. Our
approach is similar to other ‘taxon-free’ morphological approaches that have been used to
describe evolution in many now-extinct groups, including trilobites and blastoids (Foote,
1993). Since ichthyoliths are present in such high abundances, and at high temporal
resolution, they represent a unique dataset with which to assess evolutionary patterns
across major global change events. Here we use two different metrics to calculate percapita origination and extinction rates for fish tooth morphotypes: Boundary Crossers
(Foote, 2000) and maximum likelihood-based capture-mark-recapture (CMR).
CMR models use a time-series-based set of presence/absence observations for
individuals in a population and a maximum-likelihood approach to calculate detection
probability (p) and survival. For our analyses, we used Pradel-recruitment and Pradel-
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lambda models, which provide estimates of recruitment or population growth (lambda),
respectively, in addition to the survival and detection probability parameters. These CMR
models best fit the assumptions of the fossil record (Liow and Nichols, 2010), and the
parameters they estimate can be transformed to extinction rate (1-survival) and
origination rate (recruitment for Pradel-Recruitment and lambda [growth] minus survival
for Pradel-Lambda). Models were fit allowing for the parameters to vary within each time
bin, to be fixed over the whole interval, or to vary during each of the three geologic time
periods, and the best-fit models were evaluated using AIC. The CMR timeseries reported
in this manuscript are weighted model averages combining all permutations considered.
CMR has a distinct advantage over other traditional rate metrics: it inherently assumes
that the observed first and last occurrences of a taxon may not be the birth or death of an
individual. The likelihood model that is fit assumes that the observation of an individual
is a function of the likelihood that the individual was alive (survival) and the probability
that it was detected (p). Thus, the parameters estimated by CMR include error for all
observed stratigraphic ranges, negating the need for additional confidence interval
calculations (e.g. Marshall, 1997). The CMR analysis was carried out using the MARK
software (Cooch and White, 2006; White and Burnham, 1999) through the RMark
package (Laake, 2013) in R (R Core Team, 2014).
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6.4
6.4.1

Results
Stratigraphic Ranges of ichthyoliths
Each ichthyolith morphotype has a distinct stratigraphic range within our sample

interval, however, not all morphotypes which span the range are present in each sample
(Figure 6-4). Most time bins have single occurrences of tooth morphotypes, however
some have multiple occurrences. In the Cretaceous, three morphotypes dominated the
assemblages, while the remaining morphotypes were not as common. However, in the
Paleocene and Eocene, the assemblages were more even.

Figure 6-4: Stratigraphic range chart of all ichthyolith morphotypes. Size and color
of dot is the absolute number of each morphotype observed in a time bin, from small and
red representing a single occurrence, to large and purple representing up to 18 teeth of a
particular morphotype). Red horizontal line is the K/Pg extinction; Blue line is the
Paleocene-Eocene boundary. Range chart is based on “conservative reworking” dataset.
Note that the abundance values reported in the figure are absolute abundance, not relative
abundance, so the absolute number of ichthyoliths in a time bin can vary considerably –
the time bins with the most teeth (62.1 and 50.5 Ma) contain nearly 2x the number of
teeth for each other time bin considered.
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Only two morphotypes disappeared at the K/Pg boundary: (1) Straight,
half−length flange and (2) Clear, convex tooth, dome root, small blades (Figure 6-5).
Both of these morphotypes were incredibly common in the late Cretaceous, often
dominating the tooth assemblages, but disappear after the extinction event. Cretaceous
teeth which were less common persisted through the event, suggesting that the mass
extinction served to disrupt a previously stable, incumbent, Cretaceous fauna (Erwin,
1998; Erwin, 2001; Hull et al., 2015).

Figure 6-5: Morphotypes that went extinct at the K/Pg: a) Straight, half−length flange,
b) Clear, convex tooth, dome root, small blades. Scale bars are 500μm, but both of these
morphotypes can have a range of sizes. Images taken on the Hull lab Imaging System,
Yale University.

The average length of time that a tooth morphotype existed throughout the
interval sampled was 12.6 million years (all teeth). If teeth which are likely reworked are
excluded, this reduces to 12.0 million years (conservative levels of reworking) or 11.1
million years (liberal levels of reworking). As there are a considerable number of
morphotypes in our record which extend in range beyond the observed interval (out of
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136 described morphotypes, ~24 likely extend deeper in the Cretaceous, ~34 into the
Eocene, with at least 5 morphotypes spanning the entire interval), it is likely that this is
an underestimate of average morphotype duration: Cretaceous morphotypes, which have
the longest potential observed range, have a mean of approximately 20 million years,
while those in the Paleocene and Eocene are considerably shorter (Figure 6-6). This
interval is considerably longer than the estimated species duration for freshwater fish,
approximately 3 million years (McKinney, 1997), or the duration of marine invertebrate
species, which range from 5 to 12 million years (Raup, 1981). However, it is not
surprising that tooth morphotypes, which likely represent relatively high level taxonomic
groups of fish (genera or families), or taxonomic-free ecotypes, would have longer
persistence through time than is seen in species-level taxonomies. Further, the wide
variation in morphotype duration may be due to different morphotypes representing
different taxonomic specificity: it is probable that certain families of fish have identical
teeth across all individuals, while others have considerable differences within the genera
or species (Streelman et al., 2003).
In any case, nearly every time bin has novel morphotypes which persist through
the remaining observed record, as well as those that are short-lived, suggesting that there
is considerable variation in the overall duration of individual morphotypes. A possible
exception to this is that the morphotypes which evolved in the latest Cretaceous did not
persist as long into the early Cenozoic as those which arose earlier. However, it is worth
noting that the number of novel morphotypes in each time bin throughout the interval is
relatively small (0-25, median=5), so the short ranges in the latest Cretaceous may simply
be an artifact (Figure 6-6).
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Figure 6-6: Range duration for morphotypes which originated at each time bin. Red
vertical line notes the K/Pg boundary. The solid black line is the maximum observable
range duration for each time bin. Points below the red dashed line denote morphotypes
which were victims of the K/Pg extinction, and the dotted black line represents a
trajectory of mean range duration. The size of the boxes is related to the number of novel
morphotypes at each time bin. Shaded regions denote the periods of elevated
diversification rate. Figure uses data from the “conservative reworking” dataset. The
“original” and “liberal” datasets are very similar, maintaining the shorter-than-expected
range lengths in the youngest two Cretaceous samples.
6.4.2

Ichthyolith abundance and sampling
There is a significant increase in total tooth abundance in the Early Eocene,

centered at the Early Eocene Climate Optimum, 52-50 Ma (Sibert et al., 2016), while the
K/Pg extinction does not appear to have a significant impact on the abundance of teeth
(Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-7: Total tooth accumulation at DSDP Site 596. (Data from Sibert et al., 2016).
Red line is K/Pg mass extinction; blue line is Paleocene/Eocene boundary. Gray boxes
denote the two periods of origination observed in the dataset.

Despite this, the estimated number of morphotypes (standing morphotype
diversity) peaks around the Paleocene-Eocene boundary, corresponding with the peak in
novel morphotypes observed, nearly 5 million years prior to the 5-fold increase in
absolute abundance (Figures 6-7 and 6-8). There are two peaks in novel morphotype
appearance (Figure 6-8a): 63.2 Ma, and 58-55 Ma. The time bins with the largest
numbers of teeth described in this study (sampling intensity) occur after these peaks in
novel morphotypes, at 62.1 Ma and 50.5 Ma, respectively, suggesting that the observed
morphotype origination is not simply due to an increase in sampling intensity, but is a
real, biological signal.
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Figure 6-8: Plots comparing sampling intensity to morphotype observation. Plots
showing the absolute abundance of a) novel morphotypes observed in each sample; b)
number of total morphotypes observed in each sample; c) the total number of teeth
counted in each sample; and d) the total number of morphotypes inferred for each sample.
Note that the peaks in tooth observed fall after the peaks in novel morphotypes. Red line
is the K/Pg mass extinction; Blue line is the Paleocene/Eocene boundary.
6.4.3

Origination and extinction rates
Throughout the Cretaceous and Paleocene, estimated tooth morphotype

origination rate exceeded the extinction rate, however beginning in the Eocene, the
estimates converge (Figure 6-9). While both estimators (Boundary Crossers [BC], and
Capture-Mark-Recapture [CMR]) yield similar patterns in both origination and extinction,
the absolute value for the rates is different, with the CMR method yielding absolute
values for origination approximately twice the BC estimates. Estimated extinction rate is
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comparable between the methods, with both yielding a constant extinction rate of
approximately 0.05 (5% of extant morphotype extinction per million years) throughout
the interval. The three datasets, which account for various levels of potential reworking
yield strikingly similar patterns, and the variance between datasets is considerably less
than the variance between time bins. Thus, reworking of teeth through bioturbation is not
a significant factor in the estimates of tooth morphotype origination and extinction rates.
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Figure 6-9: Origination and extinction rate estimates using the Boundary Crosser
calculations (top; Foote 2000) and a set of capture-mark-recapture models (bottom).
Dark gray shaded regions represent the two non-zero pulses of origination observed.
Light-gray shaded areas represent regions of possible edge effects in our sampling. Red is
extinction, while blue is origination. The different shades represent different
configurations of the CMR models, while the different line dashes represent the three
levels of reworking assumed in the data.
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While both methods are biased by edge and sampling effects, the BC method has
the largest biases, and as such, we discard the oldest 2 origination rate estimates and the
youngest 2 extinction rate estimates within the time-series because they algebraically
yield highly inflated estimates (Foote, 2000). Extinction rate is zero through the latest
Cretaceous, while there is a low but constant per capita origination rate of 7%. Following
the K/Pg extinction event, extinction rate increases, and remains at 4-7% per capita
throughout the Paleocene and early Eocene. This suggests that the stable late Cretaceous
ecosystem was disrupted by the K/Pg event. Further, while origination is relatively
constant in the Cretaceous, at approximately 5-7% per capita, there are two distinct peaks
in origination rate, showing levels nearly double the background Cretaceous average.
These peaks, at 63.2 Ma, and 58-55 Ma, correspond approximately to the peaks in novel
morphotype origination (Figure 6-8). Following this period of elevated origination in the
Paleocene, origination declines to near zero in the Eocene (Figure 6-9), even while total
fish production increases 7-fold (Figure 6-7). The BC method ignores single occurrences
of taxa, and as such may underestimate the true extinction and origination rates for our
dataset, as there are considerable morphotypes which occur only once, particularly during
the early Paleocene (Figure 6-4).
The CMR estimates follow a similar pattern to the BC estimates, and broadly
agree between datasets and across models. However, the relative magnitude of the first
origination pulse and duration of the second are slightly different when using the CMR
approach, possibly due to the high abundances of single-occurrence morphotypes in those
intervals, which are discounted in the BC metric. The first pulse, at 63.2 Ma was
significantly larger than the second, longer-lived pulse. The absolute value of the first
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pulse (0.30 novel morphotypes per extant morphotype) is nearly twice that of the BC
estimate (0.15). The second pulse has a similar maximum value of 0.15, but the timing of
the beginning of the second pulse differs slightly between the two methods, with CMR
estimating an earlier beginning (~60 Ma) and longer duration (~5 myr) than the BC
method. However, both methods agree that the highest estimation of origination rate is at
approximately 58 Ma, which corresponds to the time of lowest tooth abundance in the
record (Figure 6-7). CMR also estimates origination declining considerably in the Eocene,
to levels below estimated extinction. The Pradel-Lambda model can yield extremely
small (<-0.99) or large (>0.99) origination rates when the true value is close to zero, as it
does for the samples at 45.9 Ma and 44.1 Ma, explaining the extreme parameter values
estimated in that interval (Figure 6-9b).
The CMR extinction rates do not agree precisely across models and datasets
(Figure 6-9b). The rates presented here represent an averaging of a series of models fitted
using MARK, weighted based on AICc and model fit. We allowed the parameters to vary
through time, to be constant through time, or to be constant within each time bin
(Cretaceous, Paleocene, Eocene). In nearly all cases of the Pradel-recruitment model,
extinction was best fit with a constant-through-time model, with extinction equal to ~4%
throughout the interval. However the Pradel-lambda model, and the Pradel-recruitment
model fit on the full dataset with no reworking assumed, yielded estimates with a similar
pattern to that observed by the BC method. Together, these estimates suggest that
extinction was extremely low in the Late Cretaceous, and increased slightly in the
Paleocene and Eocene. There was net origination in the Cretaceous and Paleocene, and
some evidence for net extinction in the Early Eocene.
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6.4.4

Changes in Morphospace Occupation
We used multidimensional scaling to analyze the changes in morphospace

occupation in the Cretaceous and Paleogene. For this analysis, morphotypes are binned
more coarsely (into four time intervals: Cretaceous [>66 Ma], Early Paleocene/Pulse 1
[66-60 Ma], Late Paleocene/Pulse 2 [60-55 Ma] and Eocene [<55 Ma]) than in the
analysis of origination and extinction rates. The K/Pg extinction event did not cause a
substantial decrease in fish tooth morphospace occupation (Figure 6-10). One of the
morphotypes which went extinct (Straight, half−length flange, Figure 6-5a) did leave a
vacant part of the morphospace which did not re-fill until the Eocene, while the other
victim of the K/Pg was not morphologically distinctive. The Early Paleocene sees the
origination of several unique morphotypes which are distinct, morphologically, from the
Cretaceous fauna (Figures 6-10 and 6-11). These extreme and morphologically unique
morphotypes were short-lived, with the majority going extinct within the Early Paleocene,
and only a few persisting to the Late Paleocene (Figure 6-11).
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Figure 6-10: A fish tooth NMDS morphospace showing the extant morphotypes
within four time bins: the Cretaceous (>66 Ma; blue), the Early Paleocene, (66-60
Ma; green), the Late Paleocene (55-60 Ma; pink), and the Eocene (55-42 Ma;
brown). Each individual tooth observed in our dataset is plotted within the morphospace,
and the convex hull for each time bin is outlined, representing morphospace occupied
during that each time period.

While the Early Paleocene was a period of origination for many short-lived novel
morphotypes (as seen previously in “Pulse 1” of the origination rate data; Figure 6-9), the
Late Paleocene and Eocene fish teeth expanded into novel morphospace which persisted
for the much of the remainder of the record (Figure 6-11). Overall, there is considerable
overlap in the standing assemblages of teeth in each time period (Figure 6-10), with the
vast majority of teeth falling within the regions established in the Cretaceous.
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Figure 6-11: NMDS-based Morphospace occupation of tooth morphotypes which
either (a) originated or (b) went extinct during each time bin: the Cretaceous (>66
Ma; blue), the Early Paleocene, pulse 1 (66-60 Ma; green), the Late Paleocene, pulse 2
(60-56 Ma; pink), and the Eocene (56-42 Ma; brown). Dotted outlines on lower
(extinction) figures denote the morphospace occupation of morphotypes which originated
during the same interval (the top row). Morphotypes persisting beyond our record into the
Middle Eocene are plotted in gray.

6.5

Discussion
The Cretaceous-Paleogene mass extinction disrupted the stable Latest-Cretaceous

pelagic fish community, which was dominated by three tooth morphotypes, while many
others were present at low abundances. The Cretaceous had extremely low levels of
extinction: all of the morphotypes which were present in the Cretaceous persisted to the
K/Pg boundary, with most persisting into the Paleocene or Eocene. The estimated
extinction rate in the Cretaceous is close to 0. Similar to the fossil plankton groups (e.g.
calcareous nannofosils, Pospichal (1994)) and many other groups, there is no evidence
for “stressed” fish communities in the latest Cretaceous (Schulte et al., 2010), suggesting
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that any environmental change during the Latest Cretaceous was not a significant factor
in fish tooth diversity or community structure. At the K/Pg, the extinction rate increased,
and did not return to the Cretaceous values for the duration of the record, suggesting that
the post-extinction fish community had more turnover. Furthermore, while there was very
little morphotype extinction (2 out of 48), the two morphotypes that disappeared both
represented the incumbent dominant fauna (Figure 6-4). Hence, it is plausible that the
removal of these incumbents contributed to the subsequent diversification and expansion
of ray-finned fishes in the open ocean in the Paleocene (Miya et al., 2013; Sibert and
Norris, 2015).
The vast majority of teeth in all assemblages occupy a central region of the
morphospace, and this does not change considerably during the study interval (Figure 610). However, there are evolutionarily interesting innovations in novel morphospace
regions during the Paleocene and Early Eocene, which represent forms beyond the
“typical” tooth, suggesting that fishes already had representatives in most possible
ecological roles by the Latest Cretaceous – the vast majority of origination in the
Paleocene and Eocene occurred within the established morphospace regions.
Novel morphotypes, which occupied considerably different morphospace regions
than the incumbent Cretaceous fauna appeared during the first pulse of origination
following the K/Pg extinction at approximately 63 Ma, however these were generally
short-lived, with the majority of morphologically novel forms going extinct within the
same time interval (Figure 6-11), though new morphotypes which fell within the same
regions of morphospace as the Cretaceous fauna lasted longer into the Paleocene. This
first origination pulse corresponds roughly to the period of elevated relative abundance of
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large teeth in the system (Sibert and Norris, 2015). This suggests that there was a postextinction “disaster fauna” of fishes which evolved in the early Paleocene while the
ecosystem was recovering from the extinction event. However, these novel morphotypes
were still a relatively small proportion of the total teeth, suggesting that their ecological
roles were not a dominant part of the earliest Paleocene ecosystems.
The second pulse was a longer period of elevated origination rates, spanning 60 to
55 Ma. The majority of novel morphotypes which originated during this pulse fell within
the morphospace bounds of a “typical fish tooth”, with fairly low disparity from the
Cretaceous morphotypes, with little expansion in the morphospace occupied in the Late
Paleocene beyond the range occupied by the Cretaceous Fauna (Figure 6-10). However,
the late Paleocene radiation is associated with the development of a group of curved,
flanged teeth (Figure 6-12) which have considerable morphological disparity, both within
the morphotype group, and compared to the rest of the tooth morphotypes. Unlike most
of the other extreme tooth forms which developed in the Paleocene, these flanged teeth
persisted throughout the Early Eocene as some the most common morphotypes within
assemblages, and apparently represent a radiation of truly novel fish during the
development of the Eocene greenhouse world.
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Figure 6-12: An example of the novel Late Paleocene/Early Eocene curved flanged
tooth morphotpye group.

Both the Cretaceous and Paleocene are periods of net origination, but origination
rates drop to near 0 in the Eocene, while extinction rates remain elevated, leading to net
extinction during the Early Eocene (Figure 6-9). Tooth diversity reaches a peak at the
Paleocene/Eocene boundary, and decreases through the Early Eocene (Figure 6-8), even
while the absolute abundance of teeth increases (Figure 6-7). The Early Eocene was a
time of extreme global warmth (Zachos et al., 2008), and while tooth abundance appears
to increase and decrease in concert with global temperature (Sibert et al., 2016), diversity
declined during the entire interval, suggesting that taxonomic and ecological diversity of
fish was decoupled from global temperature trends. It appears that the extreme warmth of
the Early Eocene favored a rise in abundance, but not diversification of most groups of
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fishes, favoring those best suited to survival in the greenhouse ecosystem, while others
languished. However, the rates of extinction are not significantly higher in the Eocene
than during the rest of the record: the extreme greenhouse conditions are only associated
with reduced origination.
The morphotypes which went extinct in the Early Eocene had a much larger
spread in the morphospace than those which survived into the middle Eocene (Figure 611). Many of the morphotypes that went extinct in the Early Eocene were more extreme
forms that evolved in the Paleocene at the edges of the “typical tooth” morphospace area,
whereas the persistent morphotypes, which survived into the middle Eocene are forms
that were extant or very similar to those from the Cretaceous. Hence, it appears that the
persistent extinction but low origination in the Eocene served to stabilize the open ocean
fish community following the periods of extreme origination.
Both pulses of origination began prior to increases in total ichthyolith
accumulation (Figure 6-7), suggesting that novelty preceded abundance in open ocean
fishes during the Paleocene. Further, there is no change in morphological variance or
community disparity during the record (Figure 6-13), across the K/Pg extinction or the
during either of the pulses seen in origination data, suggesting that the extreme outliers in
the tooth morphospace, while evolutionarily interesting, did not have a profound effect on
the overall structure of the fish community.
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Figure 6-13: Multivariate variance of tooth disparity through time. Red vertical line
is the K/Pg boundary, and error bars represent 95% confidence intervals based on
bootstrap sampling.

These results suggest that the vast majority of evolutionary novelty in open ocean
fishes following the K/Pg extinction developed during the Paleocene, hit its maximum
diversity at the Paleocene/Eocene boundary, and stabilized during the Early Eocene. This
is in contrast to the patterns observed in other open ocean plankton groups, such as
planktonic foraminifera which have an initial radiation of extreme novelty in the early
Paleocene, but do not hit peak diversity until the Early/Middle Eocene (Aze et al., 2011).
However, the patterns of extinction for these clades are nearly opposite: while the fish
saw an extinction of only two morphotypes of 48, only two planktonic foraminifera
species out of 50 are thought to have survived the event. Calcareous nannofossils, which
also suffered considerable extinction at the K/Pg reach peak diversity in the Middle to
Late Eocene (Aubry, 1998). It is possible that while fishes were able to rapidly expand
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their existing ecological niche space immediately following the extinction event, while
planktonic foraminifera and calcareous nannofossils had to effectively start from scratch,
thus taking a longer time to develop to their full ecological and evolutionary potential.
Further, this suggests that the evolutionary radiations of open-ocean taxa
following the K/Pg extinction were led by the fish, a consumer group, rather than by the
plankton, suggesting that the food web supporting fish in the Early Cenozoic was either
relatively undamaged by the extinction event, or that fishes were readily able to adapt to
the novel, post-disaster food web structure of the early Cenozoic.

6.6

Conclusion
The K/Pg extinction disrupted the stable Latest Cretaceous open ocean fish

community, causing the extinction of the few dominant tooth morphotypes, and allowing
for the diversification of the previously less abundant surviving groups. Further, the K/Pg
extinction event changed the rates of origination and extinction in the group. In the
aftermath of the extinction, there were two distinct pulses of origination during the
Paleocene. The first, approximately 3 million years after the extinction event (63 Ma),
included a number of extreme morphotypes, which were very different from the
Cretaceous fauna, however these extreme forms did not persist. The second, longerlasting pulse, occurred from 60-55 Ma, was composed mostly of diversification within
existing morphologies, with one novel group persisting through the Eocene, even as the
standing number of tooth morphotypes declined. Tooth morphotype diversity reached a
peak in at the Paleocene/Eocene boundary, while total tooth abundance reached a peak
nearly 5 million years later. The low levels of extinction in fishes at the K/Pg boundary,
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and the rapid pace of their diversification, which was well ahead of most other pelagic
groups, suggests that overall, the K/Pg mass extinction reset the open ocean fish
community, allowing for fishes to diversify into novel ecological roles faster than groups
which were harder hit, and laying the foundation for the high Cenozoic levels of diversity
in the clade.
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6.8

Appendix I: A novel coding scheme for quantifying the morphological
variation of tooth-type ichthyoliths

6.8.1

Introduction
The identification and description of ichthyoliths has been a particular challenge

to micropaleontologists working on the fossil group. As they are difficult or impossible to
classify taxonomically, a non-hierarchical character/state coding system is appropriate for
working with ichthyolith morphology. One such system was developed for ichthyoliths
by Doyle Kennedy and Riedel (1974), and used extensively in the 1970s and 1980s to
identify ichthyoliths in marine sediments (Doyle et al., 1974; Doyle et al., 1988; Doyle et
al., 1977; Doyle and Riedel, 1979a, b; Doyle and Riedel, 1985; Doyle et al., 1981;
Edgerton et al., 1977; Johns et al., 2005; Johns et al., 2006; Kozarek, 1978; Kozarek et al.,
1980; Riedel, 1978; Tway, 1979; Winfrey and Doyle, 1984). This ichthyolith coding and
classification scheme had incredible flexibility, in that it could be modified for use with
novel ichthyolith morphotypes and assemblages, simply by the addition of characters or
traits (e.g. Riedel, 1978; Tway, 1979). However, the system has a number of limitations,
which precluded it from gaining traction in the scientific community.
First, the coding system failed to differentiate between teeth and dermal scales
(denticles). While both of these microfossils are composed of calcium phosphate, they are
from different clades of animals (denticles are restricted to chondrichthyans, while teeth
are found in all marine vertebrates), and have different ecological and functional roles:
teeth are found on the inside of the mouth, used in prey handling, while denticles form an
overlapping skin that enhances the hydrodynamics of the organisms. Further, teeth and
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denticles have different morphological traits, and combining them in the same
classification scheme needlessly increases the complexity of the system.
Second, the existing ichthyolith coding systems are based on transmitted-light
microscopy, with ichthyoliths mounted in optical medium on glass slides. As ichthyoliths
are not radially symmetrical, and the vast majority of ichthyoliths have a threedimensional structure, the orientation of ichthyoliths on the slide can change the
interpretation of particular characters. Additionally, certain structures and traits are
missed when transmitted light microscopy, such as the shape of the base of the tooth, or
the shape and structure of blades present on certain regions of the fossil. Further,
ichthyoliths fixed in optical medium for transmitted light microscopy are unusable for
future study, such as advanced imaging (eg. Scanning Electron Microscopy), or
geochemical analysis.
Finally, existing ichthyolith morphological character code schemes generate long
alpha-numeric “names”, which, while helpful in defining the morphological variation of a
particular ichthyolith, are difficult to remember or ascribe meaning. The code included
syntax to allow for multiple character-states to be present within one trait, further
complicating the system. A series of “colloquial names”, 3-4 keyword word
combinations that helped to describe the individual ichthyoliths was introduced as well
(Doyle et al., 1974), however the alpha-numeric codes remained the primary way to
identify ichthyolith subtypes in the literature.
Here we use a new ichthyolith classification coding scheme, and apply it to
microfossil teeth from the South Pacific Gyre, spanning the Cretaceous through the
Eocene. We build upon the prior classification schemes of (Doyle and Riedel, 1979b;
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Doyle and Riedel, 1985; Johns et al., 2005; Johns et al., 2006; Tway, 1979), addresses
some of the challenges presented by these methods. The ichthyolith classification scheme
used in this manuscript considers only tooth-type ichthyoliths, and uses reflected light
microscopy. We considerably simplify the trait-coding system by having only one level
of characters which apply to all teeth, rather than a series of successively nested
characters that apply to specific groups of teeth. Further, while our system does generate
an alpha-numeric string that uniquely identifies a particular ichthyolith, we have also
assigned colloquial names to each morphotype, drawing on the character-state vocabulary
used in the coding system. While our system currently applies only to a subset of
microfossil teeth (Cretaceous-Eocene, South Pacific), it can easily be modified to include
additional characters or traits as novel tooth morphotypes are identified and coded,
simply by adding additional character-states or even characters if necessary. This system
lends itself to straightforward computational analysis, as each tooth trait character is
coded numerically, with the same characters for all tooth morphotypes – where a
character is not present, it is coded as a 0. While the system is still a work in progress, it
represents a substantial step forward in the field of ichthyolith morphological systematics.
6.8.2

Coding System
We define 22 traits for tooth morphology, within 6 trait groups: general

shape/structure, blades (if any), flange (if any), tip shape, base shape, and pulp cavity.
While general shape is important for differentiating broad groups of teeth, the majority of
variation is within the shape of the pulp cavity, the size and structure of the blades, and
composition of the tip, all traits that are distinguishable with reflected light microscopy
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and high resolution imaging. Using this system, we identified a series of 136 ichthyolith
morphotypes in our dataset, where each individual ichthyolith morphotype is defined as a
unique set of character-states within the system. Similarly to prior ichthyolith coding
schemes, we define a set of characters, each with a series of character-states. While this
system is currently designed for handling ichthyoliths from the South Pacific Cretaceous
to Eocene, it is straightforward to add novel character states or even whole characters into
the analysis. Our ichthyolith coding scheme, with illustrations, follows. Throughout,
tooth character-groups are denoted in bold, individual traits are denoted as underline, and
any specific notes clarifying identification or differentiation of a particular character state
are noted in italics. Pictoral representations of these traits are shown in Figure 6-3.
Section 1: General Ichthyolith Classification and identifiers:
Trait A: Ichthyolith type. While our system currently only has coded traits for teeth,
denticles are present and common in our ichthyolith assemblages, and are quantified
here.
1 = Tooth
2 = Denticle
3 = Other
Trait B: Degree of Fragmentation. Level of fragmentation determines whether the outlinebased morphometrics (length/width/aspect ratio; traits LEN, WID, AR) are included in
the morphospace analysis, while outline data is not. However, in future studies, tooth
outlines may be used, and as such, the teeth are classified to include a differentiation
here.
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1 = No fragmentation; entire ichthyolith is preserved. Outline and LEN/WID/AR
appropriate for analysis
2 = Small amounts of fragmentation, whole ichthyolith is identifiable.
LEN/WID/AR appropriate for analysis
3 = Fragmentation is considerable, but most traits are discernable; ichthyolith is
identifiable to morphotype. Only qualitative descriptors, no measurement data
used in final analysis
4 = Fragmentation is too great to identify morphological characters, but the
ichthyolith is identifiable to tooth or denticle

Section 2: Tooth Morphological Characters
Notes: Throughout, the “base” and “bottom” of the tooth refers to the part of the tooth
which connects to the jawbone, and the “tip” and “top” refers to the part of the tooth
opposite the base, most often a pointed end.
2.1. General ichthyolith shape
Trait C: Overall shape of ichthyolith: There are many additional potential generic
ichthyolith shapes, however none of these were present in this sample set. As such, we
include the note that for very different shapes, character-states can be added to this
system.
1 = Cone (tooth starts wide, goes to a small tip, eg. triangular in shape; has round
base in cross-section)
2 = Triangle (tooth starts wide, goes to small tip, eg. triangular in shape; has
flattened base cross-section)
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3 = Asymmetrical triangle with flared base (approximately triangular in shape,
has base which flares out from tooth and is not symmetrical)
4 = Flat, cusped
Trait E: Degree of curvature
1 = Straight; Tip centered above base
2 = Small curve: tip does not pass edge of tooth base
3 = Large curve: tip extends past base edge
Trait F: Shape of triangle
1 = Straight (tip centered above base)
2 = Concave edges (tip centered above base)
3 = Convex edges (tip centered above base)
4 = Curved (concavo-convex; tip not centered)
5 = plano-convex (right angle from base to tip, convex hypotenuse; tip not
centered)
6 = Right Triangle (right angle from base to tip; hypotenuse straight)
Trait G: Shape of edges
1 = No obvious edge (eg. tooth is cone-shaped [Trait C1])
2 = Defined edge, no extended edge/blade
3 = Has a blade or extended edge

Edge Details: Blades (H1-H5) and Flanges (K1-K2)
Notes: “blades” are defined as edge-details which extend from the side of a tooth,
lengthwise, and do not have abrupt beginnings or endings. They can reach the top or
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bottom of the tooth, but it is not necessary. “Flanges” are edge details which extend from
the side of a tooth, and begin at the tip, and which have an abrupt ending partway down
the tooth. If the tooth has no blade or no flange, this is encoded with values of 1 in Trait
H1 and Trait K1 respectively. All other traits are coded as 0, and not considered in the
morphological analysis for those teeth.
Trait H1: Number of blades: note that the numeric coding does not correspond directly
with the absolute number of blades for this trait.
1 = no blades
2 = both sides have blades (2 blades)
3 = One side has a blade only
Trait H2: Blade symmetry:
0 = no blades
1 = Blades are symmetrical
2 = Blades are asymmetrical (but two are present)
3 = One blade only
Trait H3: Blade width along edge: while some blades are approximately the same size
along the tooth, others flare at the top or bottom.
0 = no blades
1 = equal sized along length
2 = wider at the top
3 = wider at the bottom
4 = widest in the middle
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5 = different each blade; Note that asymmetrical blades may fall into any H3
character state, as it simply describes the overall shape of the blades.
Trait H4: Blade size: describes the relative size of blades present, compared to the tooth
proper
0 = no blades
1 = small blades, both sides (blades combined <1/4 of width of tooth)
2 = large blades, both sides (blades combined > 1/4 of width of tooth)
3 = One small, one large
4 = Concave large, convex/straight small (for non-straight teeth)
5 = convex large, concave/straight small (for non-straight teeth)
Trait H5: Blade length: note: additional character states are possible for novel tooth
morphotypes
0 = no blades
1 = Blade runs length of tooth, from tip to base
2 = Top 1/3 of tooth only
3 = Top 2/3 of tooth only
4 = Bottom 1/3 of tooth only
5 = bottom 2/3 of tooth only
6 = concave whole length; convex upper part only
7 = large blade runs whole length; small blade runs upper part only
Trait K1: Flange length: relative to the total tooth size
1 = no flange
2 = small (<1/4 of tooth length)
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3 = medium (1/4-1/2 of tooth length)
4 = long (>1/2 of tooth length)
5 = very long (>80% length)
Trait K2: Flange location:
0 = no flange
1 = concave only
2 = convex or straight side
3 = one side (for an otherwise symmetrical tooth)

Tip (L, M) and base (N1, N2) characters
Trait L: Tip shape
0 = tip not preserved
1 = Pointed tip
2 = smoothed point
3 = rounded
Trait M: Tip material: note that many actinopterygian teeth have a small layer of acrodin,
a modified bone material, as a slight cap on their teeth. Here we assess whether teeth
have tips made of different material than the rest of the tooth.
0 = tip not preserved
1 = same material as rest of tooth
2 = thin layer just over the tip
3 = Whole tip, with flat bottom
4 = Tip and blades
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5 = More than tip/blades
Trait N1: Base shape
0 = base not preserved
1 = flat base
2 = concave base (often has ‘base tips’, trait N2)
3 = convex base
4 = asymmetrical base with base tip(s)
5 = flared base (often correlates with Trait C-3)
Trait N2: Base tip shape: if only one tip, assess the single one
0 = no base preserved
1 = no tips
2 = curved tip(s)
3 = pointed tip(s) (straight)
4 = flat/square tip(s)
5 = asymmetrical tips (two, different)

Pulp cavity size (O-Q) and morphology (R1-R4): nearly all teeth have some sort of
pulp cavity, however some teeth are fully solid and have no obvious pulp cavity. The pulp
cavity is often best viewed using transmitted light microscopy, but is visible in highmagnitude reflected light microscopoy as well. As pulp cavity morphology is highly
variable, we have defined four characters which, when considered together, describe an
overall structure for the pulp cavity. While there are some characters that often link
together, there are many which can be combined in different permutations to create
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unique pulp cavity shapes. If there is no pulp cavity, Trait O the only one which counts in
the morphospace analysis. The rest are considered a value of 0, which discounts them
from the analysis.
Trait O: Is there a pulp cavity?
1 = no pulp cavity present
2 = pulp cavity present
Trait P: Pulp cavity base size: this is measured relative to the base of the whole tooth
0 = no pulp cavity
1 = small (<1/3 of base width)
2 = medium (1/3 – 2/3 of base width)
3 = large (>2/3 of base width)
4 = whole base (base of pulp cavity extends to both edges of the tooth)
Trait Q: Pulp cavity length: measured relative to the whole tooth
0 = no pulp cavity
1 = short (<1/3 of tooth length)
2 = medium (1/3 – 2/3 of tooth length)
3 = large (>2/3 of tooth length)
4 = full length (pulp cavity stretches to the tip of the tooth)
Trait R1: Pulp cavity approximate shape, in relation to tooth shape: if tooth is curved, a
curved pulp cavity which mirrors the curve of the tooth is considered ‘straight’, etc.
0 = no pulp cavity
1 = straight
2 = concave (curves in from the tooth edges)
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3 = convex (curves out from the tooth edges)
4 = funnel (convex at the bottom, concave at the top)
5 = parallel (pulp cavity edges are parallel to each other, not to the tooth edges)
6 = asymmetrical (pulp cavity combines any two other pulp cavity shape
descriptors)
7 = vase-shaped (concave at base, rounded at top)
Trait R2: Pulp cavity center width, in relation to the tooth edges: here “center” is defined
as the middle, length-wise, of the pulp cavity, not the tooth.
0 = no pulp cavity
1 = small, pulp cavity center width is <1/3 of tooth width
2 = medium, pulp cavity center width is 1/3 to 3/4 of tooth width
3 = large, pulp cavity center width is >3/4 of tooth width
Trait R3: Pulp cavity base shape
0 = no pulp cavity
1 = curve out towards edges of tooth
2 = flat (no change from the rest of the pulp cavity shape)
3 = curve in, away from edges of tooth
Trait R4: Pulp cavity tip shape
0 = no pulp cavity
1 = pointed goes to obvious angular point
2 = rounded point pointed, but no angular tip
3 = very rounded nearly semi-circular in many cases
4 = pinched tip (rounded, wide) can see area in the tip
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5 = pinched tip (extended, thin) often appears to be single line at the top
6 = rounded with tip similar to state #3, but with an angular tip

The final traits included in our morphospace analysis are LEN, WID, and AR.
These traits are measured as the “length”, “width”, and “aspect ratio” of the minimum
bounding box that surrounds a tooth, when the tooth is placed flat so its widest surface is
facing up. These traits are only included in the analysis if the image and tooth are of
sufficient quality to obtain appropriate measurements.
6.8.3

Morphotype Designation
Individual morphotypes were defined as teeth with unique combinations of traits.

As our ichthyolith morphological scheme is currently in development, and there is no
taxonomic identification for these teeth, we believe that it would be premature to develop
and apply a formal naming scheme to the different tooth morphotypes. However, as
strings of alpha-numeric codes are cumbersome and do not easily convey information, we
have developed a series of working names for the tooth morphotypes identified in this
study. These names are a combination of character-trait keywords which capture the
essence of the tooth, and facilitated repeated visual identification of morphotypes. We
fully expect that these names will change as the morphological scheme continues to
expand and develop to include other morphotypes. A morphotype was considered
“distinct” when it had a unique set of coded characters, regardless of how large or small
the differences were.
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6.9

Appendix II: Rules used for removing potentially reworked teeth from
analysis.
Red clays are very useful for working with ichthyoliths, since their slow

sedimentation rate concentrates the microfossils. However, they are susceptible to
bioturbation, which can move teeth up or down 10 or more centimeters in the sediment
column. There is not evidence for large amounts of bioturbation (within the record), but it
is likely that some of the individual teeth have been moved up or down the sediment
column, either through bioturbation, or by sticking to the drill pipe during the recovery
process. As such, we considered three scenarios by which to analyze our data and
calculate the evolutionary rate and NMDS metrics: the original dataset, with all tooth
occurrences included, a dataset which makes some conservative assumptions about the
occurrences of teeth which may have been reworked and removes them from the analysis,
which was used in the main figures and a dataset which makes some more liberal
assumptions about occurrences of teeth which may have been reworked and therefore
removed from the analysis. While all three datasets yield the same major conclusions, the
average range length is shortest, and extinction rate is highest in for the liberal set, since
it removes the unlikely singleton occurrences that greatly extend range duration as
zombie taxa. A comparison of the range charts for all three datasets is shown in Figure 614.
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Figure 6-14: Stratigraphic range charts of all ichthyolith morphotypes for each of
the three levels of reworking considered. Full legend in Figure 6-4.
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6.9.1

Conservative reworking rules

Remove a data point if:
1. Suspected zombie taxa: if abundance decreases from >3 per time bin to 1 per time
bin and lasts <1 million years across a known geologic boundary (either the K/Pg
or the P/E)
2. Suspected reworking: if there is an interval of >5 myr between a singleton
occurrence of a morphotype, before or after an interval where the morphotype is
not rare (eg. present in at least 2 time bins in a row)
3. Suspected reworking: if there is an interval of >8 myr, only single occurrence,
assume reworking of the morphotype away from most common time intervals
which it is present (not necessary to be present in two consecutive time bins, as in
rule 2)

Table 6-1: Teeth removed from analysis under conservative reworking dataset rules
(10 total).
Tooth Morphotype
Tooth Object ID
Action
Rule
Name
Straight, half−length
P136.084.1.obj00024 remove upper 2 samples
1
flange
P137.085.1.obj00022
Clear, convex tooth,
P127.075.1.obj00076 remove upper 1 sample
1
dome root, small blades
Clear, full straight root P175.123.1.obj00031 Remove lower 1 sample
2/3
Clear, flared blades, 3/4 P173.121.1.obj00002 Remove lower 1 sample
2/3
root
Acrodin Tip, 1/2 length P169.117.1.obj00011 Remove lower 1 sample
3
funnel root
Acrodin Tip, 1/2 length P163.111.1.obj00004 Remove lower 1 sample
2/3
convex root
Acrodin Tip, no
P158.106.1.obj00012 remove lower 1 sample
2/3
obvious root
cone short dome root
P065.013.1.obj00019 Remove upper 1 sample
2
Clear, 3/4 Dome root
P109.057.1.obj00033 remove lower 1 sample
2
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6.9.2

Liberal reworking rules

Remove teeth from the dataset if they meet the criteria for conservative cuts OR the
following:
4. If common during range (>2 per time bin, no long intervals), singleton present >3
myr before common range (mixed down)
5. If common during range (>2 per time bin, no long intervals), any individuals >5
myr above common range (mixed up)
6. If the morphotype is rare (eg. present as a singleton occurrence throughout range,
with intervals of non-presence <5myr), any gaps >12 million years, remove
singleton at end of gap.
Table 6-2: Teeth removed from analysis under liberal reworking dataset rules (14
total).
Tooth Morphotype Name
Tooth Object ID
Action
Rule
Clear, pointed tip, 1/2
P175.123.1.obj00008
Remove lower 1
4
dome root
sample
Clear, flared blades, 3/4
P116.064.1.obj00037; Remove next lowest 2
4
root
P124.072.1.obj00090
Cloudy, extended
P168.116.1.obj00022
Remove lower 1
4
triangle
sample
Cloudy, Triangle, full
P085.033.1.obj00031; Remove upper 2
5
root
P098.046.1.obj00102
sample
Clear, flared blades
P168.116.1.obj00019
remove 1 lower sample
6
(small), cocnave root
Clear, Flat, Curved, 3/4
P170.118.1.obj00006
remove 1 lower sample
6
dome root
Acrodin Tip, 1/2 length
P156.104.1.obj00012
remove 1 lower sample
4
straight root
Bladed cone (acrodin tip) P129.077.1.obj00023
remove lower 1 sample
6
Acrodin Tip, 3/4 length
P131.079.1.obj00076
remove 1 lower sample
4
convex root
Bladed cone
P105.053.1.obj00019
remove 1 lower sample
6
Clear, Flat, thin root
P053.001.1.obj00070
remove 1 upper sample
5
Curved, large concave
P105.053.1.obj00057
remove 1 lower sample
6
root
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CHAPTER 7
85 million years of Pacific Ocean gyre ecosystem structure: long-term stability
marked by punctuated change
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Figure 7-1: 85 million year accumulation records from (a) DSDP Site 596 in the
South Pacific and (b) ODP Site 886 in the North Pacific. Total ichthyolith
accumulation (black filled squares) is split into tooth accumulation (blue open squares)
and denticle accumulation (red plus signs). The three ocean ecosystem states are
indicated by shaded boxes (Cretaceous is blue, Paleogene is green, and Modern is
orange). Note the high in ichthyolith accumulation in the Early Eocene, and the high
variability of the Modern Ocean. Images are of representative Eocene-age fish teeth and
elasmobranch denticles (scales). White scale bar is 500 μm.
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Cretaceous Ocean
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Figure 7-2: Direct comparison of North Pacific (green open circles) and South
Pacific (blue closed circles) ichthyolith accumulation for (a) the Cretaceous, (b), the
Oligocene, and (c), the Miocene. For (a) and (b), the solid lines are 1 million year
moving average. For (c), the solid lines are 0.2 million year moving averages.

Figure 7-3: 85 million year relative and absolute abundance of elasmobranch
denticles. Bar plot is the relative abundance, or ratio of denticles to teeth, while plus
signs (+) are the absolute abundance, in denticles per cm2 per million years. The three
ocean ecosystem states are indicated by shaded boxes (Cretaceous is blue, Paleogene is
green, and Modern is orange).
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Modern Ocean
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Figure 7-4: A cartoon illustration of the three ocean ecosystem states described in
this paper, including representatives of known pelagic consumers from the intervals,
showing an increase in ray-finned fish abundance (blue) into the Cenozoic and decline,
after 20 Ma, in elasmobranch abundance (red). Fish responded to the extinction of
pelagic reptiles (purple) and ammonites (black) in the Cretaceous Ocean, while
elasmobranchs decline during the expansion of marine mammals (green) and seabirds
(white) in the Neogene Ocean.
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7.9

Supplementary Methods
The accumulation of red clays is extremely slow, usually <1 meter per million

years, and assumed to have low variability. Since they accumulate below the CCD, the
main source of sediment is wind-blown dust, and therefore sedimentation rate is not as
effected by changes in planktonic productivity or shifts in ocean carbonate chemistry.
Over the long timescales we consider in this study, our IAR estimates are unlikely to be
highly biased by significant fluctuations in sedimentation rate. Additionally, paleoreconstructions of plate movement for both sites show that they have remained within
their respective open ocean gyres for at least the past 85 million years (Snoeckx et al.,
1995; Zhou and Kyte, 1992), further supporting the relative stability of the sedimentary
environment through the record, and suggesting that the changes observed in fish
accumulation are not due to the sedimentary column moving across biome boundaries.
Accounting for variable sediment MAR: Neogene DSDP Site 596. The age
model for DSDP Site 596 is based off of a cobalt accumulation inverse model developed
by Zhou and Kyte (1992), who calculate sediment mass accumulation rates (MAR) for
the entire interval. While the sedimentation rate and MAR of sediments during the
interval from 85-22 Ma at DSDP 596 is low and relatively constant, there is a change in
the depositional environment around 20 Ma, and the upper interval displays considerable
variability in sediment MAR that consistently higher than the older regime (Figure S1[75], table 5 from Zhou and Kyte (1992).
To calculate ichthyolith accumulation rate (IAR), sediment mass accumulation
rate (MAR) was linearly interpolated. However, in the Neogene sediment MAR for
DSDP 596 is considerably more variable than the Cretaceous and Paleogene record. We
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evaluated two different IAR options (1) using variable MAR by interpolating the raw
MAR values as calculated by Zhou and Kyte, and (2) average MAR, using the average
MAR value for the Neogene of 28.44 (the gray line in Figure S1[7-5]). While the IAR
values between the two options are slightly offset from each other, they are not
considerably different (Figure S2[7-6]). We have chosen to present the IAR calculated by
interpolation from the Zhou and Kyte age model in the main figures, and note that the
sediment MAR does not have a large effect on the calculated IAR for the Neogene.
Indeed, ichthyolith AR and sediment AR are independent for both DSDP Site 596 and
DSP Site 886 (Figure S3[7-7]), suggesting that the IAR values calculated are a biological
signal, rather than a function of sediment accumulation.
There is an inflection in the cobalt accumulation curve and age-depth model
(Figure S4[7-8]) between the low, constant MAR of the Cretaceous and Paleogene, and
the high and variable MAR of the Neogene. This section of the core has intermediate
sediment MAR values reported by Zhou and Kyte(Zhou and Kyte, 1992). We have
discounted the data-points in this region in our final interpretation (shaded gray box in
figures S1-S2 & S4-S6 [7-5, 7-6, 7-8, 7-9, 7-10]), as they produce improbably high IAR
values. Indeed, the abrupt beginning and ending of the interval, and denticle AR values
more than twice as high as any values seen during the rest of the record, even when
sharks dominated the assemblages (Figure S5[7-9]), suggest that this is likely a
sedimentary artifact, and not a biological feature. We note that the raw ichthyoliths per
gram of this section is elevated as well (Figure S6[7-10]), though not enough to explain
the extremely high MAR. While it is possible that the 4 million year interval from 23-19
Ma is a time of extremely high ichthyolith accumulation, it is more likely that the
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elevated ichthyolith concentrations and increased cobalt accumulations are a postdeposition sedimentary feature of the core.
ODP Site 886 MAR. ODP Site 886 has two major hiatuses in its record,
separating the record into three distinct sedimentation regimes(Snoeckx et al., 1995), with
the lowest sedimentation rates during the Cretaceous, and the highest in the Miocene,
however within each of the three regimes, sedimentation rate is constant (Figure S7[711]). Similar to DSDP Site 596, IAR is driven mostly by the raw ichthyoliths/gram
sediment found in the samples, and thus is independent of sedimentary regime (Figure
S8[7-12]).
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Figure 7-5: Figure S1: Sediment mass accumulation rate for DSDP Site 596, based
on Zhou and Kyte 1992 (black triangles). Red dots are the interpolated sediment MAR
values for the samples used in this study. The gray horizontal line is the average sediment
MAR for the variable Neogene, used to calculate an alternate MAR (see Figure S2).
Vertical gray band indicates the discounted interval due to age model breakdown.

Figure 7-6: Figure S2: Ichthyolith Accumulation Rate calculated for DSDP Site 596
using the interpolated sediment MAR values (red dots), and the Neogene average
MAR value (open black circles). Vertical gray band represents discounted datapoints.
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Figure 7-7: Figure S3: Sediment MAR versus Ichthyolith accumulation. There is no
relationship between these two values, suggesting that IAR is independent of
sedimentation. Gray dots are DSDP Site 596, and green triangles are ODP Site 886.
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Figure 7-8: Figure S4: Age-depth plot for DSDP Site 596. Note the increased
sedimentation rate beginning at approximately 23 Ma. Vertical gray band represents
discounted datapoints.

Figure 7-9: Figure S5: Total ichthyolith (red dots), tooth (green open circles), and
denticle (blue solid triangles) accumulation rates for DSDP Site 596, showing the
abnormally high values during the interval of 23-19 Ma. Horizontal gray band
represents discounted datapoints.
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Figure 7-10: Figure S6: Ichthyoliths per gram for DSDP Site 596. Vertical gray bar
represents discounted datapoints.

Figure 7-11: Figure S7: Age-depth model for ODP Site 886, showing constant
sedimentation rate, with two major hiatuses in the record.
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Figure 7-12: Figure S8: Total ichthyoliths per gram sediment at ODP Site 886.
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Conclusion to the Dissertation
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8.1

Major Findings
In this dissertation, I have laid the foundations for using ichthyoliths, a novel

microfossil preserved in nearly all marine sediments, as a paleontological and
paleoecological proxy for fish production and evolution. I first developed a series of
methods to effectively and efficiently isolate ichthyoliths from deep-sea sediments
(Chapter 2), including a novel protocol for staining ichthyoliths with Alizarin Red S, that
makes it possible to efficiently count and pick ichthyoliths from a variety of deep sea
sediment samples, including those containing abundant biogenic silica and terrestriallyderived sediments. I then used this proxy to assess the response of fishes to global change
events in Earth’s history (Chapters 3-7).
Fishes are an integral part of marine ecosystems, and the most diverse group of
vertebrates on the planet (Nelson, 2006), yet their fossil record is relatively sparse, as the
preservation of body fossils is rare, and mostly limited to coastal or freshwater species
which can be preserved in land-based outcrops. Ichthyoliths preserved in deep-sea
sediment cores provide a temporally robust fossil record of open ocean fishes, yet their
small size and poorly understood taxonomic affinity has caused them to be overlooked by
both the paleoceanographic and paleontological communities. Before my work,
ichthyoliths were used largely by two communities of earth scientists: research studying
radiogenic isotopes preserved within mineral coatings on tooth phosphate (Huck et al.,
2016; Martin and Haley, 2000; Scher and Martin, 2004; Thomas et al., 2014), and work
to establish a tooth-based biostratigraphy for otherwise unfossiliferous pelagic red clay
sediments (Doyle, 1983; Doyle and Riedel, 1979; Doyle and Riedel, 1985; Doyle et al.,
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1985; Johns et al., 2006), however this is the first work to consider ichthyoliths as fossils
which represent fish biological and ecological processes in their own right.
It is clear that the fish microfossil record can greatly improve our understanding
of how vertebrate consumers have responded to global change events, and assess the
variability of those communities through geologic time. The abundance of ichthyoliths in
deep-sea sediment cores allows us to assess the impact of environmental changes on fish
diversity, community structure, and production, at a temporal resolution of 10s of
thousands of years, which has previously been impossible using the traditional vertebrate
fossil record, which commonly has millions of years between samples, and rarely
preserves the whole fish community. The abundance of teeth and denticles, when
expressed as an “Ichthyolith accumulation rate” can be broadly thought of as a measure
of fish productivity. Ichthyolith-based productivity joins other paleo-productivity
measures derived from the abundances of other microfossil groups, elemental-based
export production proxies, and measures based on organic matter fluxes as independent
means of assessing the history of ocean productivity through geologic time. However,
ichthyolith-based methods have a distinct value compared to most other methods: they
both offer a record of the upper parts of pelagic food webs, and involve fossils that are
found in virtually every type of marine sediment.
Ichthyoliths also are likely to record information of fish biodiversity. Currently,
we can assign relatively few ichthyoliths to specific living groups of teleost fishes and
elasmobranchs, but this biological taxonomy will surely improve as more work is done
on the morphology of the teeth and denticles of living taxa. It is likely that the majority of
ichthyoliths belong to pelagic fish groups such as vertical migrators or large pelagic
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fishes, however at present, their taxonomic affinity is poorly understood. The biological
identification of ichthyoliths will open up a new window into the evolution of vertebrate
biodiversity in the open oceans, potentially making it feasible to calibrate molecular
clocks, assess ecological evolution and changes in life history characteristics of open
ocean fish, and evaluate the fine-grained response of fish to global change events in the
geologic record.
I have investigated fish and marine ecosystem evolution using ichthyoliths at
three scales of interpretation: (1) fish/ecosystem production based on ichthyolith
abundances, (2) community structure based on ichthyolith assemblage composition, and
(3) fish evolution, based on changes in individual ichthyolith morphology. These
approaches provide considerable insight into the dynamics of upper trophic level
consumers and their evolutionary and ecological patterns in the open ocean. I have shown
that fishes were remarkably resilient to global change events, and that fish evolution and
community assemblage changes are decoupled from changes in absolute production. This
suggests that fishes, as a group, were consistently able to adapt to changing climates and
environments throughout the latest Cretaceous and Paleogene.
The quantification of productivity in open ocean ecosystems is a long-standing
problem in biological oceanography and paleoceanography. While there are many ways
to assess paleo export production in open ocean ecosystems, including carbon isotope
gradients (D'Hondt et al., 1998; Hsu and McKenzie, 1985) and biogenic barium export
(Hull and Norris, 2011; Lyle and Baldauf, 2015), these metrics are limited to measuring
the relative production of fixed carbon which is exported to the seafloor.
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The paleo-production of higher order organisms is poorly understood. Biological
oceanographers have asked the question “how many fish are in the sea” in many forms
(Iverson, 1990). While fishes do not represent a large proportion of standing biomass in
the ocean when compared to the primary producers, the relative abundance of fishes is
controlled by both the total amount of primary productivity, and the trophic efficiency of
the food web (Moloney and Field, 1991). The relative abundance of ichthyoliths in open
ocean sediments is a function of these, as well as the number of teeth that any given fish
produces in its lifetime, and how fast those fish turn over. While this may not always be
directly translatable into a biomass which can be compared to our modern standing stock,
the changes in ichthyolith accumulation can reveal changes in ecosystem productivity
through time. The ichthyolith record yields distinct, and repeatable findings in
accumulation rate, suggesting that the signals preserved have biological significance and
are not simply due to random chance. For example, I have found broadly similar patterns
in the timing and magnitude of change patterns of ichthyolith accumulation rate (IAR)
between disparate ocean basins around the world. Apparent cycles in IAR between, for
instance, the North Pacific and the South Pacific suggest that the flux of fish remains to
the sea floor is a repeatable measure. The abundance of ichthyoliths in relatively small
samples of deep sea sediment also means that I have been able to generate the first
records of vertebrate abundance that have resolutions comparable to those of other
marine microfossils, typically a few thousand years to ~50 kyr between samples,
compared to the traditional vertebrate record, which often has gaps of millions of years.
In this dissertation, I have found that fish production in the Late Cretaceous was
low and had low variability, compared to the Cenozoic, suggesting that either fishes did
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not play a large part in the Cretaceous marine ecosystem, or that the levels of primary or
secondary production in the Cretaceous were consistently lower than in the Cenozoic. It
is possible that Cretaceous fishes were significantly longer-lived, or did not shed their
teeth as rapidly as those in the Cenozoic, or that fishes were sharing trophic resources
with many additional pelagic consumer groups, such as ammonites, marine reptiles, or
other, non-fossilized Cretaceous fauna.
Fish production across the Cretaceous-Paleogene Mass Extinction remained stable
in the Pacific, but declined in the Atlantic (Sibert et al., 2014). This follows the same
pattern as export production (Hull and Norris, 2011), suggesting that ichthyolith
accumulation, to a first approximation, is related to net primary productivity. Presently
this pattern of relatively stable or increasing IAR in the Pacific and decreasing IAR in the
Atlantic following the K/Pg is supported by observations from seven deep sea drill sites,
and one terrestrially uplifted, formerly open ocean outcrop, suggesting it is a robust
pattern. Further all of these sites show a shift in the relative abundance of teeth to
denticles in the ichthyolith assemblage, with Cretaceous samples having approximately
equal numbers of teeth and denticles, but Paleocene samples having nearly twice the
number of teeth as denticles, suggesting that the shift in assemblage composition was
independent from any changes in productivity at the extinction.
I have also produced a few longer IAR records through later parts of the
Paleogene and Neogene and these show the promise for future work on Cenozoic record
of open ocean fish. For example, my longest record, to date comes from the South Pacific
gyre (DSDP 596) where I obtained a record over the past 85 million years of IAR and
ichthyolith morphology. In the South Pacific record, fish production increased to its
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maximum in the past 85 million years during the warmest time in the record, the Early
Eocene Climate Optimum, approximately 52-50 million years ago. The abundance of
ichthyoliths follows global temperature as it increases and then decreases throughout the
Paleogene, suggesting a link between ecosystem productivity and global ocean
temperature. Further, the relative abundance of teeth and denticles stays constant
throughout the entire interval, suggesting that the assemblage composition is not related
to total production or global climate.
During the past 20 million years, fish production in the Pacific gyres has been
incredibly variable with time, a distinct difference from the stable, low-variability
regimes of the Cretaceous and Paleogene. Parts of this story of changing IAR are borne
out by patchy records from other deep sea sites. For example, in the North Pacific (from
ODP 886) there are broadly similar trends in IAR compared to the South Pacific DSDP
596 record. Both records show that fish production increased from the Cretaceous to the
Paleocene, decreased across the Eocene-Oligocene transition (as polar glaciation began)
and had large swings in production in the Neogene. This latter finding suggests that the
modern open ocean may have patchier nutrient input, in time and/or space than earlier
systems.
Yet fish production does not tell the whole story of how the marine ecosystem has
responded to global change: an ecosystem is defined both by total production, and by the
presence and abundance of the organisms within it. In this dissertation, I developed
metrics to assess the structure of the fish community, including the relative abundance of
elasmobranch denticles to fish teeth, and the relative abundance of different size classes
of fish teeth.
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The structure of fish communities as measured by the ratio of teeth to denticles
and size structure of teeth is remarkably stable for periods of over 10 million years at a
time, and changes independently from variations in fish production. For example, the
findings highlighted in Chapter 5 (Sibert and Norris, 2015), of the global shift in relative
abundance of denticles and teeth immediately after the K/Pg extinction showed that
fishes responded to the extinction by rapidly expanding their relative abundance in open
ocean ecosystems, disrupting a previously stable Cretaceous ecosystem structure. By
using a high resolution timeseries, as is possible in deep-sea sediment cores, I was able to
show that the variability of the assemblage structure leading up to the event was very low,
and that the change in relative abundance was immediate, on the order of thousands of
years, rather than millions, demonstrating that the K/Pg event was the cause of the change,
and that the fish community was not otherwise ‘stressed’ or destabilized by
environmental change leading up to the event. Further, the newly established Paleocene
assemblage stayed stable for the next 40 million years, shifting abruptly near the base of
the Neogene to the new, and similarly stable structure that has persisted through the
Pliocene, and likely through present day (Sibert et al., 2016).
The finding that community assemblages vary independently from fish production
is particularly intriguing, because it suggests that the structure of fish communities is not
driven by primary production. This finding is robust across different time periods (from
the Cretaceous to the modern), and holds true across the disparate community structure
metrics of size structure and relative abundance of fossil types. Indeed, it suggests that
the structure of fish communities may be resilient to major changes in overall primary
production. It is possible that community structure only changes during periods where
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extreme evolutionary pressure is driving the system, such as during the recovery from a
mass extinction event.
At the finest scale of ichthyolith metrics, individual tooth morphology can reveal
patterns of evolution in the group. While the taxonomic affinity is presently unknown for
most teeth that I have studied, they are morphologically distinct, and likely represent
different diets or ecologies of individual fish taxa or ecotypes. In this dissertation, I have
developed a scheme for quantifying and analyzing variation in tooth morphology. I have
found that across the K/Pg extinction, while only two morphotypes of 48 went extinct,
they were dominant in the Cretaceous while the lineages which survived were rare. The
surviving morphotypes rapidly diversified in the Paleocene. An initial radiation generated
many novel, but short-lived “disaster” forms, and a second pulse of origination
established the morphotypes which lived during the Eocene. It is important to note that
my present morphological taxonomy likely captures a relatively high taxonomic level
among fish (e.g. family level or non-taxonomic ecotype or functional group), and is
therefore likely to detect only the largest-scale changes in the original fish community,
rather than then changes in representation at the species or even genus level. Indeed, as
tooth shape is governed by both taxonomy and ecology, variation in tooth morphology
likely does not capture the fine-scale, species-level signals, which may be more
responsive to global change.

8.2

A Cenozoic Age of Fishes
A constant thread throughout this dissertation is that following the K/Pg

extinction, fish production, community structure, and diversity shifted in such a way to
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greatly favor the group. Throughout the Cenozoic, fishes, particularly ray-finned fishes
were able to quickly and consistently adapt to global change, either through changes in
production or through diversification. The vast majority of Paleogene and extant rayfinned fish diversity developed in the Paleocene, while other clades diversified later, in
the Early Eocene. However, fish production reached an all-time high during the Eocene
greenhouse, even as diversity in tooth morphology in the open ocean declined. Total fish
production is decoupled from shifts in diversity and community structure, suggesting that
fish diversity and community structure is governed by evolutionary, rather than
ecological processes. Further, the high-temporal resolution ichthyolith records in this
dissertation show that the K/Pg event marked a turning point for the group, allowing
fishes to expand, diversify, and thrive in the Cenozoic, arguably the true “Age of Fishes”
(Friedman and Sallan, 2012; Near et al., 2012; Sibert and Norris, 2015).

8.3

The future of ichthyolith work
This dissertation has barely scratched the surface of potential for the ichthyolith

record. There are many time periods and environments still to study: I have focused on
the open ocean Paleogene for the majority of this dissertation, however Chapter 7
suggests that both the Cretaceous and the Neogene open ocean ecosystems are distinctly
different from the Paleogene. I have worked with several students during my dissertation
who have generated ichthyolith records for some of the time periods which I have not yet
focused on, but which support the main findings of this dissertation: the Miocene (23-5
Ma, work by Jose Cuevas), the Eocene/Oligocene (40-25 Ma, work by Michelle Zill),
and the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal maximum (PETM, 56 Ma, work by Douglas
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Tomczik). Doug’s work at the PETM showed that on extremely fine timescales, not
captured by my red clay record, the PETM is associated a significant increase in fish
production, but no change in the fish community. Jose’s work on the Miocene has
revealed that there is considerable variability in fish production throughout the interval,
and it may be correlated with export production proxies such as biogenic barium
preserved in deep-sea sediments. Further, Michelle’s work at the Eocene-Oligocene
boundary showed that the transition had a geographically and temporally heterogeneous
effect on absolute fish productivity, with Antarctic sites declining before sites located
farther to the north. Further, Michelle’s work confirmed an observation made in Chapter
7 of the dissertation from ODP Site 886, that fish production, measured by IAR appears
to be inversely related to diatom abundance during the Oligocene and Miocene. In
addition, this dissertation was largely limited to gyre sediments, but there is considerable
potential for future work comparing the dynamics of onshore and offshore ecosystems
through time and across climate events.
A particularly important “next step” in the field of ichthyolith micropaleontology
is to ground-truth the proxy in the modern, both from a biological production, and a
taxonomic and ecological standpoint. Comparisons of ichthyolith abundance and
community structure in sediments from different habitats will improve our understanding
of past fish production. Further, to better understand changes in the fish community, a
system which provides some taxonomic or ecological context to the shapes and structures
of the ichthyoliths is paramount. If we can identify different taxonomic clades or
ecological guilds of fishes in the ichthyolith record, we can study the evolution of fish
ecology at fine-scale resolution.
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Indeed, ichthyoliths have many potential applications, from paleoceanography
and paleobiology, to conservation biology, historical ecology, and even archaeology. In
this dissertation, I have demonstrated that ichthyoliths are a viable and significant fossil
group, and developed methods of analysis for the ichthyolith fossil record. Yet this
dissertation truly represents a beginning in the field. Nearly every ichthyolith-based
discovery has been somewhat surprising, pointing to more questions and ideas about how
fish have evolved and interacted with the open ocean ecosystem, and the field of
ichthyolith research will only continue to expand and diversify in the years to come.
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